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ABSTRACT

FORWARD-LOOKING LONG-WAVE INFRARED IMAGE BASED PRESCREENER FOR LANDMINE DETECTION

Doğan, Aylin
M. Sc., Department of Electrical and Electronics Engineering
Supervisor: Prof. Dr. Gözde Bozdağı Akar
January 2017, 140 pages

Infrared imagery is widely used in many applications in both civilian and military
areas. In landmine detection, the goal is to detect the anomalies between mine
surface and soil from variation of reflected/emitted thermal radiation.
In this thesis, various types of anomaly detection techniques of IR are investigated
and the feasibility of these techniques for use in landmine detection is analysed.
Additionally, effects of parameters for algorithms are compared and the parameters
are optimized for increasing detection accuracy. Furthermore, fusion of the
algorithms is performed to reduce False Alarm Rate (FAR). We also prepare an
experimental setup to reflect the effects of environmental changes on FLIR imagery
recording. Soil and various types of landmine mock-ups are also examined in this
setup. Finally, all anomalies are mapped into local coordinate space for indicating
possible landmines locations.
Keywords: Anomaly Detection, Forward Looking Infrared Imagery, Long-Wave
Infrared, Explosive materials, Anti-personnel landmine
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ÖZ

KARA MAYINI TESPİTİ İÇİN İLERİYE BAKAN UZUN DALGA
KIZILÖTESİ GÖRÜNTÜLEME TABANLI ÖN GÖRÜNTÜLEYİCİ

Doğan, Aylin
Yüksek Lisans, Elektrik ve Elektronik Mühendisliği Bölümü
Tez Yöneticisi: Prof. Dr. Gözde Bozdağı Akar
Ocak 2017, 140 sayfa
Kızılötesi görüntüleme sivil ve askeri alanlarda sıkça kullanılmaktadır. Gömülü
patlayıcılar hem siviller hem de askerler için oldukça önemli tehditlerdir. Mayın
tespitindeki amaç, mayın yüzeyi ve toprak arasındaki yansıyan/saçılan ısıl radyasyon
farklılığına bağlı oluşan anomalileri tespit etmektir.
Bu tezde, farklı tiplerde anomali tespit algoritmaları incelendi ve belirli durumlar
altında bu tekniklerin mayın tespiti için uygulanabilirliği analiz edildi. Ek olarak,
algoritma parametrelerinin etkileri karşılaştırıldı ve tespit doğruluğunu arttırmak için
optimum hale getirildi. Ayrıca, Yanlış Hata Oranını azaltmak için algoritmaların
birleşimi uygulandı. Çevresel faktörelerin İleriye Bakan Kızlötesi görüntü kaydı
üzerinde olan etkilerini yasıtmak için ayrıca deneysel test düzeneği hazırladık.
Toprak ve mayın çeşitliliği bu düzenekte incelendi. Son olarak, tespit edilmiş tüm
anomaliler olası mayın göstergesi olarak yerel koordinat düzlemine aktarıldı.
Anahtar Kelimeler: Anomali Tespiti, İleriye Bakan Kızılötesi Görüntüleme, UzunDalga Kızılötesi, Patlayıcı maddeler, İnsana karşı kara mayını
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

A landmine is basically an explosive device which is found on or just below the land
surface. Landmines are designed to explode when triggered by pressure; caused by a
vehicle, a person, an animal, or remote control. Landmines are split into two types:
Anti-Personnel (AP) Mines and Anti-Tank (AT) Mines. They have basically the
same functionality which is destroying around itself. There are minor differences
between them. Anti-tank mines have a purpose to destroy a tank or truck; so that they
include more explosive materials and they are larger than Anti-personnel mines. To
blow up Anti-tank mines, more pressure should be applied. Anti-personnel mines are
designed to kill or injure one or more people. They are threatening both soldiers and
civilians. AP mines possess more non-metallic materials compared to AT mines;
thus, the detection of AP mines is more difficult.
Landmines were used in World War 1 and then had important role in warfare during
World War 2. They have been widely used since World War 2. The aim of the usage
of landmines in military is to secure borders and to stop enemy movement during the
war. After cessation of military operations, millions of unmarked landmines left
buried. Landmines are used to defence in war however, unmarked landmines become
the worst environmental problem that affects the humanity. Not only soldiers but also
civilians get hurt or killed because of these hazards all around the world [1]. Around
90 countries are under serious threat because of landmines in the world. It is
estimated that there are from 50 to 70 million uncleaned landmines within at least 70
countries. About 26,000 people are killed or lost their limb every year by landmines.
1

As an example, one in 334 people are a landmine amputee in Angola and over
25,000 amputees are injured from mine blasts in Cambodia [2]. Landmines also
impede over 22 million people’s lives to return normal life. They cannot farm if any
suspicion about buried explosives on land exists [3]. In Table 1 and Table 2, the
countries and corresponding landmines / damages on human life in 2013 are shown
[2].
Table 1 World Distribution of Landmines
Country
Africa
Afghanistan
Angola
Cambodia
Iraq
Yugoslavia
Mozambique
Somalia
Sudan
Croatia
Serbia
Eritrea & Ethiopia
Bosnia
TOTAL

Uncleaned Landmines
18 – 30 million
10 – 15 million
9 million
4-7 million
4 million
3 million
2 million
1 – 2 million
1 – 2 million
1 million
0.5 – 1 million
0.3 – 1 million
0.2 million
54 – 77.2million
Table 2 Landmine Damage on Human Life

Country

Damage on Human Life (Killed Injured)
350,000 – 500,000
26,000
30,000
600,000
6,000

Afghanistan
Angola
Cambodia
Yugoslavia
Mozambique

When the damage created by landmine is considered, cleaning the world from mines
becomes an important topic. There have been many technologies developed and they
are still being improved to identify, detect and clear landmines. Traditionally,
Electromagnetic Induction (EMI) sensors have been used to detect buried landmines
2

by inducing a current in the metal content. However, the metal content in landmine
can vary depending on construction from a large amount of metal to plastic-cased
with low-metal. EMI sensors suffer from detection of low-metal landmines.
Additionally, there is lots of metallic clutter in environment. As a consequence, to
detect low-metal mines, the threshold of EMI sensor should be small and this causes
high False Alarm Rates (FAR) [4], [5]. To overcome these problems, there is
significantly research effort that has been done [6].
Due to limits of EMI sensors and detection from EMI data, Ground Penetrating
Radar (GPR) has been proposed to reduce FAR. In GPR system, an electronic radar
pulse is projected into the ground. Differences in dielectric constants of ground and
mine cause reflections, which are collected at receiver antenna. The signature of
buried target or subsurface layer is investigated from reflected signal. Thus, GPR
introduces a different phenomenology compared to EMI. Rather than metal content,
GPR is sensitive to discontinuities in the electrical properties of media [7], [8], [9],
[10], [11], [12].
Data
Storage

Control
Unit

Transmitter
Antenna

Direct
Arrival

Transmitted
Pulse

Data
Display

Receiver
Antenna
Ground Surface

Reflected
Energy

Soil

Buried
Object
Refracted
Energy
Bedrock

Scattered
Energy

Figure 1 GPR Sensing Methodology
Besides low FAR, detection standoff distance also is an important parameter in the
system. The typical distance between an alarm and landmine detection system, when
3

that alarm is detected by the system operator, is called as “detection standoff
distance”. GPR suffers from short detection standoff. This is critical; because,
operator does not have so much time to stop if a landmine exists in GPR system.
While data is being processed after gathered by GPR sensors, vehicle approaches
even closer to the alarm location. Besides short detection standoff, landmine
detection system should move faster in some applications. GPR does not meet large
standoff distance and not allow the vehicle to move faster. One of the ways to
increase detection standoff distance is Forward Looking Infrared (FLIR) camera. The
thermal energy is received by FLIR camera and the Infrared (IR) video is recorded in
gray-scale domain. Buried landmines the thermal properties changing of surrounding
soil and differences in IR characteristics can be used in detection [13].

The

methodology is shown in Figure 2.
FLIR Image

Vehicle

FLIR Camera
IR Target
Signature
Target

Image Sequence

Standoff Distance

Figure 2 FLIR Sensing Methodology
There are also other landmine detection methods. Acoustic technique is based on
sending acoustic waves into the ground. Reflected sound waves on boundaries
between materials have different acoustic properties. The detection is done with
these differences. However, the accuracy of acoustic measurements is poor because
of the soil inhomogeneity. Signals are highly absorbed by sand during the
propagation and air-to-ground interface causes strong disturbances [14]. Vapour
sensors, Nuclear Quadrupole Resonance (NQR) devices, hyper spectral imaging, X-

4

Ray backscatter, neutron methods, biological methods (dogs, rates, bees, and
bacteria) are other novel sensing techniques used for mine detection [64], [65].
1.1

Scope and Outline of the Thesis

Detection of buried landmines and labelling as target and non-target are complex
procedures that require huge number of data. Pre-screener is preparation phase which
minimizes required number of data. The scope of this thesis is to use FLIR image
based pre-screener for landmine detection to increase standoff distance and to find
possible landmine locations in the system. GPR suffers from short standoff distance;
so GPR requires much more time to complete detection process. When FLIR
imagery is used as pre-screener combined with the GPR system, the system standoff
distance and vehicle speed are increased [73]. Besides these advantages, possible
landmine coordinates extracted by FLIR image trigger GPR pre-screener which only
detects the targets at received coordinates. The candidate landmine alarm locations
are detected by FLIR at a very large standoff distance. The GPR pre-screener gets the
possible alarm coordinates at far away before starting detection at that boundary. If
the area is empty in the front of GPR, the processing algorithms are not required to
run until possible alarm coordinates detected by FLIR. As a result of this, the
detection on GPR system requires shorter time with FLIR. This enables to vehicle
moving faster in the area. The contribution of this thesis is that in order to achieve a
FLIR image based pre-screener; we implement state of the art anomaly detection
algorithms and compare their performances and robustness to parameter changes on
several datasets. We select 4 state of art anomaly detection algorithms which are
Trainable Size Contrast Filter, Corner, Gaussian Model and Maximally Stable
Extremal Region based landmine detection algorithms; because different kind of
features are used to compensate disadvantages to each other under different
circumstances. We further fuse all detection algorithms to reduce FAR [15], [16],
[17], [18] and [19]. We also prepare an experimental setup to reflect the effects of
environmental changes on FLIR imagery recording. Soil and various types of
landmine mock-ups are also examined in this setup. Finally, all anomalies are
mapped into local coordinate system for indicating possible landmines.
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Based on the above mentioned content, this thesis is organized as follows. Initially,
Chapter 1 describe briefly landmine types and landmine detection methods. In
Chapter 2, previous work in literature about GPR and FLIR as pre-screener is given.
In Chapter 3, the operation of landmine detection algorithms on FLIR imagery is
explained. Additionally, our test setup is explained in detail and data capturing
process is mentioned. In Chapter 4, implementation, simulation and results of
detection algorithms with train and test frames are discussed. Finally, the thesis work
is ended by giving summary, conclusion and future work in Chapter 5.
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CHAPTER 2

LITERATURE REVIEW

Buried landmine detection has long been studied both on GPR and IR data. In GPR
system, pre-screening is an important preliminary work to minimize the amount of
data which is then processed by a complicated discrimination algorithm. In this
thesis, FLIR camera is used as pre-screener to indicate the potential locations of mine
targets. Therefore, the literature overview of the existing pre-screener algorithms on
GPR and the algorithms on FLIR imagery to landmine detection are given below.
2.1

Ground Penetrating Radar Technology in Landmine Detection

The first radar system was found by Christian Hülsmeyer on April, 1904 [20]. His
studies were based on to detect remote terrestrial metal objects. However, first usage
of radar technology on buried objects was introduced Gotthelf Leimbach and
Heinrich Löwy in 1910 [21]. The main feature of this work was that the system used
surface antennas combined with continuous-wave radar. The first pulsed radar
technique was appeared by Dr. Hülsenbeck in 1926 [22]. However; Pulsed GPR
systems transmitted low mean signal power compared to CW GPR, the
manufacturing of Pulsed GPR systems were easier, lower cost and required low level
of signal processing. One of the first worldwide applications on measuring depth of a
glacier applying by GPR was developed by W. Stern in 1926 [23]. This technology
was not used until the Second World War. After the war, the researchers began to
work on radar system for military applications. Nilsson was extended GPR system in
1978 [23]. The first vehicle mounted GPR system was developed by Morey in 1998.
A wide range of researches on GPR system have been done until today.
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The Control Unit of GPR system is divided into six parts as shown in Figure 4.
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Figure 4 GPR Based Landmine Detection Flow
In any operations, before performing data on anomaly detector, pre-processing is
required. The goal of pre-processing is to minimize the effects of the air/ground
interactions on received data, smooth the data, suppress external noise and separate
the data into depth-sections.
2.1.1 Pre-processing
The large dielectric discontinuity between air and ground is called as “Ground
Bounce”. In 2001, Abrahamsson et al. [24] stated ground bounce was major source
interference in GPR signals.
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Ground Bounce Removal is one of the pre-processing steps. There are mainly three
types of Ground Bounce Removal approach in literature. The first Ground Bounce
Removal algorithm was implemented by Abrahamsson et al. [24] and Wu et al. [29]
in 2001. They worked on GPR signals and Gader et al. [30] implemented these
algorithms on landmine detection in 2003. Ho & Gader [28] stated in their work in
2008, there were two popular approaches to remove ground bounce. The first
approach was the removing predetermined depth from aligned ground bounced data.
If there were shallow targets, there consisted potential risk of removing responses
from targets. The second was introduced by Ho & Gader [31] in 2002. According to
this work, Linear-Prediction (LP) method was implemented. It based on subtract out
the ground response at the current vector. The background was found from weighted
sum of the past few of them. Maximum likelihood estimation method was used to
find the weighting coefficients which were different for each sample location. Taking
difference between current sample and background sample gave the removal of
ground bounce. These two methods suffered from computational complexity and
shallow targets could not be detected. To increase the performance of pre-screener,
in 2006 Torrione & Collins [32] applied Kalman filtering method for ground
response tracking. Computational complexity and latency was reduced with Kalman
Filter. This proposed method resulted lower net false alarm rate and higher
probability of detection for landmine detection.
The other step for pre-processing is to reduce unwanted speckle noise in GPR
system. GPR system in Figure 2 is equipped with Global Positioning System (GPS)
system which provides external data to Control Unit. The antennas of GPR system
cover very wide band and they are susceptible to interference. Torrione et al. [26]
and Collins et al. [27] explained that very high energy and very high frequency
speckle noise were generated by the occasion of GPS system. To remove speckle
noise, Median Filtering method was proposed by Huang, Yang and Tang [33] in
1979. Then, this algorithm was used in several applications in GPR system to remove
unwanted speckle noise [26], [27], [28], [34], [35].
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Depth segmentation is the other pre-processing before pre-screener. While signal is
propagating, it losses energy and reflections from targets and sub-ground have
different properties depending on their distance from the radar. Therefore, shallow
buried landmines have higher energy compared to hollow ones. The purpose of
whitening step is to mitigate these effects stated by Torrione et al [26], Collins et al.
[27]. They explained that to reduce these effects adaptive whitening techniques were
used; however estimating of signal variance adaptively was processed by
computational complexity algorithm. The algorithm was implemented by Gader &
Lee & Wilson [36]. Torrione et al. [26], Collins et al. [27] segmented data into
“depth bins”. They did this under estimation GPR response statistics which did not
change dramatically. They aimed in their researches to reduce complexity of the
adaptive whitening algorithm.
2.1.2 Pre-screener
After data is processed by pre-processing algorithms, there are several algorithms
have been implemented to find anomalies. This section gives literature research on
different pre-screener algorithms and implemented areas. There are novel prescreener algorithms frequently used in literature such as Least Mean Square (LMS),
Constant False Alarm Rate (CFAR) and Principal Component Analysis (PCA).
One of the pre-screener algorithms is Least Mean Square (LMS) algorithm. Widrow
et al., and Widrow & Stearns [38], originally developed LMS algorithm in 1976 and
1985 respectively. The weights in transversal adaptive filter structure were updated
according to gradient descent algorithm [39]. Extension of 2-D LMS algorithm was
derived by Hadhoud & Thomas in 1988 [40]. After development of 2-D LMS
algorithm, image processing areas used this algorithm in several applications such as
image enhancement and image data compression. Azami-Sadjadi & Pan [41]
explained other derived LMS based algorithms both in 1-D and 2-D in 1994. Chen &
Kao [42] also proposed efficient 2-D LMS adaptive filtering algorithm. Small object
detection in correlated clutter was enhanced by French et al. in 1997. In GPR system,
2-D LMS algorithm was used to detect possible landmine locations. Torrione et al.
[26] and Collins et al. [27] applied 2-D LMS algorithm as pre-screener to GPR
10

signal. According to algorithm, the input signal filtered by weighted vector, then
difference between desired signal and filtered signal was the result of the LMS stage,
called as prediction error. For new sample, the weight vector was updated by using
previous weight, mean, error and previous input data. The prediction error gave the
information about the location of interest. Each sample in depth bin produced a
prediction error and net error was calculated by squaring and summing the all
prediction errors in each depth bin. Finally, by applying threshold to the net errors,
possible alarms were located.
When pulse is sent to the ground, the received signal from mine has high energy
contrast to the background. Constant False Alarm Rate (CFAR) is a type of prescreener metric which measures the local contrast between background and
foreground. The first analysis of CFAR was improved by Gandhi & Kassam [48] in
1988 while the background was non-homogeneous. Under arbitrary clutter
distributions, Srinivasan [49] analysed CFAR detection algorithm. In 2004, CFAR
method was used as pre-screener in landmine detection with GPR system. Gader et
al. [36] derived CFAR algorithm which firstly computed mean and standard
deviation of comparison region. While GPR system was moving, the track was
segmented into three regions. The first one was point where the target was in, the
second was the guard region which the region between mine location and
background and should not be included in the calculations; finally comparison
regions located before and after target. If the normalization value was high, then the
anomalies were detected for further calculation to detect landmines. Kalika et al. [46]
took forward this application in 2015. They also implemented CFAR algorithm in
GPR signal processing, however, there were some difficulties such as inaccurate
background statistics, varying of soil conditions between foreground and
background. The next pre-screener enhances to detection landmine under these
conditions.
Principal Component Analysis (PCA), which is used widely in GPR system, is one of
the pre-screener methods. According to observations, the energy of clutter and noise
does not change so much across scans and also they have less energy compared to
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mines. In 1999, Yu & Mehra & Witten [44] used PCA as pre-screener for mine
detection. The purpose of this research was to model noise rather than GPR signal
features then subtract from signal. The subtraction result represented target energy.
According to algorithm, the GPR signal was represented as combination of low-rank
background signal and sparse foreground signal called as target. The eigenvectors of
the corresponding largest eigenvalues of covariance matrix was used to take
projection. After isolation from scan to scan by using projected signal, the possible
mine location or background was discriminated by using threshold. Reichman et al.
[45] also implemented PCA method as pre-screener in 2014. To model soil
heterogeneity was hard task and they proposed aligning scans using PCA. However,
modelling GPR data as estimating the sum of the background and foreground was
not truly correct assumption. To get more robust results, the error should be
considered. Thus, detection landmine with robust principal component analysis was
studied by Kalika et al. [46] in 2015 based on Candes et al [47] in 2009. In this
algorithm, the aim was to minimize the rank of the background, foreground sparsity
and error for reconstruction.
2.2

Forward Looking Infrared Technology in Landmine Detection

The infrared radiation concept is the critical part to understand the infrared imagery
technology. Visible light which can be seen by human vision is the small part of the
electromagnetic spectrum. Electromagnetic spectrum is scale which classifies the
different types of electromagnetic radiation such as gamma rays, X-rays, ultraviolet
rays, visible rays, infrared rays, microwaves and radio waves [80].

The

categorization of these rays is based on wavelength (or frequency). 400 nm – 700 nm
(790 THz – 430 THz) and 700 nm – 1 mm (430 THz – 300 GHz) are classified as
visible light and infrared light respectively. Infrared light was discovered by
Herschel, in 1800 [81]. The thermal imaging region is between 8 µm – 15 µm called
as Long Wave Infrared (LWIR).
IR radiation reveals from all warm-blood animals and all objects with temperatures
above absolute zero, because atomic and molecular activity cannot be occurred at
absolute zero. The increasing of temperature also increases the atomic and molecular
12

activity. There is a relationship between temperature and the amount of emitted
thermal radiation which depends on Emissivity  . The definition of emissivity is
that the ratio of the energy radiated from material’s surface to that radiated from
blackbody under the same conditions such as wavelength and temperature [82].
Blackbody is called a perfect emitter and value is 1. A perfect reflector is assigned as
0. Emissivity is a dimensionless number between 0 and 1. It depends also nature of
the surface. Polished metal surface will have lower emissivity compared to a rough
one. On the other hand, oxidized metal surface will have higher emissivity compared
to deoxidized one. As more heat and thermal radiation is brought out, more infrared
radiation is emitted. Hot objects produce more infrared radiation than cool objects.
This characteristic gives important information to IR image acquisition process.
Depending on the temperature difference the object and the surroundings of it,
landmines can be detected by IR camera.
After the discovery of infrared by Herschel in 1800, the first heat picture was created
by Herschel in 1840 and also he managed to get primitive record of the thermal
image on paper. Thermal imagery provided to detect infrared energy and created
image out small heat differences. The thermal imagery technology was developed
during the century. In 1978, the IR imaging system mounted on vehicle is realized by
FLIR [84].
Infrared (IR) methods have been used in several applications such as border
surveillance, force protection, search and rescue people by identifying friend or foe,
law enforcement, night vision. Landmine detection is another execution area of IR
imaging. IR imagery in landmine detection has started to be used by Nelson [50],
since 2000. The goal of the methods is the detecting the anomalous between mine
surface and soil from variation of reflected/emitted thermal radiation. Nelson also
states that Forward Looking is critical to get Wide Field of View (WFOV) in Vehicle
Mounted Mine Detection (VMMD) System. FLIR sensors offer to ability on
detection of shallow buried (≤ 15 cm) non-metallic and metallic landmine. In subsections; the algorithms, has been used in literature to improve landmine detection
system by decreasing False Alarm Rate (FAR), are explained.
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As previously stated that, detection landmine using FLIR is based on the principle
that the difference on thermal conductivity, thermal capacity and/or density between
mine and surrounding soil. The mine could be cooler or warmer compared to soil
[15]. The temperature difference is measured by FLIR. However, Kevin et al. [51]
state that the thermal equilibrium changes in diurnal cross-over period. During the
daylight changing, the cooling and heating process at landmine forms differences in
temperature between soils immediately surround it and soils elsewhere in the ground.
Detection principal is based on this temperature differences. At morning, landmine is
indicated as dark region and at afternoon, landmines have a higher temperature
region than ground with a bright region in captured image. There is an important
issue to detect landmine on IR imagery. The maximum burial depth should be 10 cm
to detect a significant thermal signature of a landmine at the surface, so, antipersonnel landmines could be detected by IR imagery technique. Anti-tank
landmines are buried deeper and they cannot detected by IR [74].
Although IR imagery is a good technique for landmine detection, this system has
some limitations. Firstly, the environment is not homogeneous. There are vegetation,
rocks etc. all around the detection area. These cause image clutter in IR imagery and
cause FA. When soil and buried target are in thermal equilibrium at times of day, the
detection becomes harder [13]. Environment climate is another factor which affects
thermal difference and detection performance of IR imagery.
The general FLIR based pre-screener flow is shown in Figure 5. In the next section,
the literature review about steps of flow will be explained.
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Figure 5 FLIR Based Landmine Detection Flow
2.2.1 Pre-processing
In FLIR system, high standoff distance affects the IR imagery. Before pre-screener
process, the IR image should be enhanced in pre-processing step. Histogram
Equalization is one of the well-known image enhancement techniques. Gonzales et
al. [52] stated that the dynamic range and contrast of image is modified by adjusting
image intensities. Rather than applying histogram equalization to entire image,
Adaptive Histogram Equalization operated in a small data regions called as tiles and
presented by Pizer et al. [53] in 1987. Because of the LWIR sensor and FL context,
the brighter regions were close to the vehicle and darker regions were further from
vehicle occur in current image. The adaptation of closer and further regions on IR
image was solved by Kevin et al. [51] with Contrast Adaptive Histogram
Equalization Algorithm (CLAHE) in 2012. By applying some threshold, the
histogram was cut and then equalization was processed. The image cut into large
number of tiles and each individual tile had enhanced contrast. Improvement of
robustness of landmine detection according to time and field of temperature varying
has been done by CLAHE algorithm.
2.2.2 Pre-screener
After pre-processing step, pre-screener is run in FLIR system. There are several
novel approaches used for landmine detections. In this section, we will explain
frequently used detection algorithms in literature.
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One of the landmine detection algorithms was proposed by Stone et al. [15] and he
defined an algorithm based on ensemble of trainable size-contrast filters and
weighted mean shift clustering to detect buried landmines in 2011. According to
detection method, there were two windows called inner and outer window. The aim
was that to recognize high local image contrast existing and non-existing of buried
targets from LWIR image. To detect anomalies, Mahalanobis distance and
Bhattacharya distance, defined in Stone et al. [15], were used. These parameters
were based on inner and outer window mean and variance. This algorithm has been
used widely by Stone and Anderson et al. [13], [15], [16] and [54] to detect
landmines from FLIR imagery. Several different sizes of filters have been processed
in these researches.
In trainable size filter implementation, the objects in the IR imaging field of view
remains at a constant size. However, the objects appear smaller if they are further
from vehicle. The improvement on perspective size was done by Popescu et al. [59]
with Corner Detection Algorithm which was the other landmine detection algorithm.
The properties of corner detection and curvature properties were explained by He &
Yung [60] in 2008. Since 2010, Popescu et al. have been improved landmine
detection from FLIR imaging.
Gaussian Models (GM) is one of the methods that model background in video.
Stauffer and Grimson [57] used GM to detect changing in video surveillance in 1999.
The camera and its viewing remained fixed and a background was modelled. When a
vehicle was moving across the camera, GM was updated, foreground was learned
and object had been tracking while passing through the field of view of camera. GM
was also applied to detect buried landmines by Spain et al. [58] in 2010. According
the idea, there was slightly differences between concepts. Even though camera was
fixed, the camera was mounted at top of vehicle which was moving on the road. In
this application, temporal road model was learned and updated while vehicle’s
motion. Spain et al. [58] stated that each pixel was processed as a mixture of
Gaussian distributions. According to histograms of pixels in overall frames, the
Gaussian distribution with a given mean and standard deviation was tried to estimate.
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After learning of background Gaussian distribution, the new pixel was compared
whether it was inside background distribution (<2.5 σ) or not. If pixel was assigned
as background/foreground, the labelling was done according to binary function (0/1).
The GM background modelling method has been used by Stone and Anderson et al.
[13], [16] and [54] and they states that the main advantage compared to previous
algorithms, GM detect local recent changes while vehicle is in motion rather than
search for buried landmines in a single image.
Another approach is Maximally Stable Extremal Regions (MSER) algorithm based
detection for buried landmines. MSER is a type of blob detectors and used widely in
stereo. MSER was introduced firstly Anderson et al. [13] in 2011. In 2002, Matas et
al. [63] proposed MSER algorithm and he improved robust wide baseline stereo by
using MSER algorithm in 2004. Anderson et al. [13], [16], [51] and [54] have been
improved landmine detection from FLIR imagery using MSER since 2011. In these
papers, the idea of MSER was based on extracting a number of co-variant regions
from an image. Extremal regions were defined by Matas et al. [63] as the image
regions which were formed by spatially connected pixels with similar threshold
intensity. Maximally was explained as the extremal regions (blobs) could be brighter
and darker regions according to defined thresholds.
There are also commonly used detection methods based on image texture features.
Local Binary Patterns (LBP) is one of these algorithms. In 2006, Heikkilä and
Pietikäinen [76] proposed a texture-based method which was modelling the
background and detecting moving objects. Popescu et al. [62] applied LBP texture
features in FLIR based landmine detection in 2011. In this method, there were P
neighbours at a radius and the center pixel was assigned as C. P neighbours were
calculated as 0 or 1 whether the P value was smaller or higher than C, respectively.
The other texture based detection is Histogram of Gradient (HOG) based landmine
detection. In this method, the gradient orientation occurrence was computed. Popescu
et al. [77] used LBP and HOG texture features to detect buried explosives based on
FLIR image in 2012. On the basis on these studies, Popescu et al. [78] investigated
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new study by using Shearlet Features in 2013. The aim was to represent landmine
signature with irregular shape in a better way.
After extracting foreground/background information, classification methods were
used as next step. According to Popescu et al. [59], they implemented one-class
classifier. To remove the hits associated to normal objects such as rocks, tire track,
Multiple Instance Learning (MIL) was used as two-class classifier. The algorithm
implementation was done by Popescu et al. [62] in 2011. They showed that two-class
classifier improved the FAR performance compared to one-class classifier. Support
Vector Machine (SVM) was used by Popescu et al. [77] as classification method in
2012.
Mean-Shift algorithm, stated by Cheng [56] in 1995, was used to reduce number of
points extracting the features in [55]. Mean-Shift was an iterative method that aimed
to locate local maxima of density function given a set of discrete samples. Under
defined radius of circular neighbourhood samples, shifting the center of circle to the
average of the data points continued until convergence.
Final step for FLIR pre-screener is the registration. The results of trainable size
contrast filters were converted into local coordinate space by using Covariance
Adaptation Evolutionary Strategy (CMAES) algorithm which explained by Hansen
[55]. The transformation matrix from IR image sequences to Universal Transverse
Mercator (UTM) coordinates was found by CMAES algorithm under flat earth
assumption. In Corner based detection explained by Popescu et al. [62], classified
objects were converted to UTM coordinates as trainable size filter and mean-shift
clustering, stated by Cheng [56], processed on UTM coordinates. In GM, proposed
by Spain et al. [58], after labelling the pixels as foreground/background (1/0),
foregrounds were mapped into UTM spaces. In MSER, proposed by Anderson et al.
[13], the outcome of blobs was mapped into UTM spaces. In LBP and HOG feature
based detection used by Popescu et al. [77], UTM mapping was applied to points
which were classified by SVM.
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In this thesis, we propose a method that is the fusion of the different landmine
detection algorithms to improve the detection rate. While fusing the detection
algorithms, we try to make use of different features of FLIR image. For this reason,
we choose both intensity and texture based features for fusion. We select Trainable
Size Contrast Filters based, Corner based, Gaussian Modelling based and Maximally
Stable Extremal Regions based landmine detection algorithms which have been
explained previously.
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CHAPTER 3

FORWARD LOOKING INFRARED IMAGE BASED ANTIPERSONNEL LANDMINE DETECTION

3.1

Landmine Detection in FLIR Imagery

In FLIR system, the IR camera is mounted on top of the vehicle in forward looking
sight of view. The data is collected while vehicle is moving. This system requires
large standoff distance and fast rates. The detection phenomenology is the same as
IR imagery mentioned before, but has some drawbacks. Because of the position of IR
camera, the spatial resolution is lower than downward looking camera [67]. Each
pixel has greater spatial information of the surface and extracting anomalous from
image becomes tough work. The detection performance of FLIR is lower than DLIR.
There is a trade-off between standoff distance and detection performance. In this
thesis, we try to optimize and improve the performance of landmine detection by
fusing FLIR detection methods.
In Figure 6, the landmine detection operation based on FLIR imagery flow chart is
shown. According to Figure 6, the first step is data collection with FLIR camera.
FLIR images are extracted from FLIR video and pre-processing step is run to
enhance image. The next step is to detect anomalies which are possible landmines
and the results of each detection algorithms are fused according to weights. Final
step is to convert the image pixel locations into local coordinates and post-processing
step removes the locations which are not inside the boundary of detected area.
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Figure 6 Flow Chart of FLIR Based Landmine Detection Operation
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The block diagram corresponding to Figure 6 is given in Figure 7. Infrared image is
firstly processed by Contrast Limited Adaptive Histogram Equalization Algorithm.
Then, all detection algorithms execute contrast enhanced image and the
performances are calculated to find out weights for fusion. Performance metrics and
fusion algorithms will be explained in section 3.6 and section 3.7, respectively. Final
image domain results are converted into local coordinate locations given detail in
section 3.8.
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Figure 7 FLIR Based Landmine Detection Block Diagram
3.2

Experimental Test Setup

The data is collected from a sand box (2m x 1.5m) in company test side. Soil is dug
and emptied then filled in sand. The FLIR camera is mounted to tripod. The distance
from sand box to tripod is 2.5 m. The Field of View (FOV) of camera determines the
recorded area. The temperatures of road, soil, weather and landmines define the
accuracy of detection algorithms and also reference points, which are taken by local
coordinate, determine the registration performance. We prepare our test setup and try
to analyze the effects of these situations.
The FLIR T440 series camera is used. It is LWIR camera with 7.5-13 µm spectral
range. The IR image is captured with a 320x240 resolution and frame rate is 60 Hz.
The FLIR camera properties are given Table 3.
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Table 3 T440 FLIR Camera Properties

The role of reflected light is important for IR imagery. The relation is shown Figure
8. The received radiance LR [Wm-2sr-1] at IR sensor [79] can be written as equation
(1).

5 cm

LSUN (λ )

ρ (λ,x,y)LSUN (λ )
ρ (λ,x,y)LSKY (λ )

Particules & Air
Molecules

LSKY (λ )

1.55 m

ε (λ,x,y)LT (λ )
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Figure 8 The Received Radiance at FLIR Camera from Atmosphere and Soil

LR (, x, y) (, x, y)LSUN(, x, y)  (, x, y)LSKY(, x, y)  (, x, y) LT(, x, y) (1)
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Where ρ is the surface reflectivity, ε is the surface emissivity, LSUN is the radiance
due to sunlight, LSKY is the radiance due to sky light (sunlight scattered by particles
and molecules in the earth’s atmosphere and thermal radiation from the warm
atmosphere), LT is the thermal radiance and λ is wavelength. According to this point
of view, the emissivity and reflectivity of sand includes critical information. Table 4
indicates the properties of sand with different humidity rate [71]. Wet soil has higher
emissivity value compared to dry soil. On the other hand, reflectivity equals to 1emissivity. Rise at emissivity causes fall in the reflectivity which is the other
positively affected parameter for received radiance.
Table 4 Properties of Sand with Different Humidity Rate
Soil Type
Sand
Dry Soil
Frozen Soil
Wet Soil
Limestone

Emissivity
0.76
0.92
0.93
0.95
0.95

Figure 9, Figure 10 and Figure 11 show the characterization of dry, moist and wet
sand with respect to 2 to 20 µm [72].
In our system, long-wave infrared wavelength is 8-14 µm. 8 µm wavelength
corresponds to 1250 cm-1 wavenumber and 14 µm wavelength corresponds to 714.29
cm-1 wavenumber. As seen in Figure 9, Figure 10 and Figure 11, reflectance
increases between these wavelengths. Increasing reflectance is also increasing the
received radiance according to equation (1). The reason for choosing the long-wave
infrared in imagery is to get high received radiance value at camera and enhance the
detection.
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Figure 9 Dry Sand Reflectance between 2-20µm

Figure 10 Moist Sand Reflectance between 2-20µm

Figure 11 Wet Sand Reflectance between 2-20µm
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Table 5 describes our test setup. We record 6 runs in a day and test lasts 5 days. The
beginning of test is at 18 August 2016, and we continue test at 19, 20, 23, and 24th of
August. During the day, we choose morning and afternoon hours such as 8:20, 10:30,
12:07, 14:50, 16:53 and 18:00. We compare the effects of changing of diurnal
daylight on imagery. The camera is fixed to tripod, so we take videos in one
direction. Additionally, weather is clear first 3 days, however, weather is rainy at
evenings at last 2 days.
Table 5 Test Setup Requirements

We buried dummy 12 explosive hazards and 3 clutters to sand box. 12 dummy antipersonal landmines were produced for analysis of the effects of depth variance,
diameter variance, and metal density variance. While defining the target depth, we
search the maximum depth size to detect a significant thermal signature of a mine at
the surface. The maximum burial depth of most soil types is 10 cm for anti-personnel
landmine. After determining depth size, we investigate the generally used mine types
and their dimensions. Anti-personnel mines (APM) have smaller size such as 35-120
mm in diameter and 40-120 mm in height. As in Figure 12, PMN-1 has dimensions
as diameter 112 mm and height 57 mm and PMN-2 has dimensions as diameter 120
mm and height 53 mm.
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Figure 12 PMN-1 and PMN-2 Anti-Personnel Landmines
Table 6 indicates the dimensions of example landmines and real landmines. Our
reference is the real landmines while we are deciding the dimensions for mock-up
landmines.
Table 6 Example and Real Landmine Dimensions

The materials used for mock-up mines are Aluminium and Polyoxymethylene
(POM) known as Dervin in commercial. The density of Aluminium and POM is
2.7g/cm3 and 1.410-1.420g/cm3, respectively. The density of materials is critical to
arrange the ratio of weight. The mine types that we use the size are referenced as in
[75].
The samples of landmines are shown in Figure 13. There are 13 different antipersonnel landmines mock-up. Our aim is to observe the effects of different depth
size, diameter and metal-plastic ratio on IR imagery. We bury landmines in Figure 13
according to location in Figure 14.
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Figure 13 Landmines and Clutter Examples Used in Experiment
As a next step after defining burial depth and mine sizes, we create our test setup.
According to our previous results, 4 mines are produced diameter with 5 cm and
buried to variable depth, 4 mines are produced variable diameter between 3.5 cm to
10 cm and buried to fix 3 cm finally the last 4 mines are produced variable metal
density and buried to fix 3 cm below ground. Metal, pet, glass bottles and stone are
used as clutter and buried to 3cm depth. Empty line is also placed to evaluate effects
during days.

Figure 14 shows the location of landmines and clutters with the

distance between them.
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Figure 14 FLIR Imagery Setup for Detection of Anti-Personal Landmine

The final test setup after buried all materials is shown figure below. Camera
Calibration process is required for conversion into image domain pixel locations to
local coordinate positions. Instead of GPS, we specify 7 locations with meters such
as (0,0)cm, (0,50) cm, (0,100) cm, (50,0) cm, (100,0) cm, (150,0) cm and (200,0) cm.
The rocks are shown cooler in IR image and pixels corresponding to rocks are found
for calibration. We use our local coordinate system for calibration process.
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Figure 15 Final Experimental Test Setup View
3.3

Data Collection

Data set are collected during 5 days and runs are at hours 8:20, 10:30, 12:07, 14:50,
16:53 and 18:00. Each video is recorded 10 minutes. The frame rate of the IR camera
is 60 Hz, so there are 36000 frames for each sample video. We record 6 runs in a day
and we continue our test 5 days. Total frames are calculated as 5x6x36000 for our
experiment. In our setup, the camera is fixed and sample videos are recorded at the
same direction during recording. There is no motion so we can observe only
temperature changes during 10 minutes at fixed area. For our detection algorithms,
we use 10 different frames in each recorded sample video and we prepare set of
frames for both train and test. We create as a train set from sample video taken at
16:53 and test sets from sample videos taken at 10:30 and 18:00. The performance
metrics for both train and test sets are calculated based on 10 frames. We will give
detail information about train and test sets at section 4.
The diurnal temperature is very important and affects mine and sand temperature
relation during day. The temperature relation between mine, sand and atmosphere is
given Table 7 and Figure 16. Earth temperature increases dramatically compared to
atmosphere and mine temperatures. After midday, atmosphere temperature rises
slowly and mine temperature continues increasing until 3 pm. However, earth
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temperature starts decreasing after midday. At the end of the day, they reach settle
point at 6 pm.
Table 7 Diurnal Temperature Variation
Earth
Mine
Atmospheric
Hour
Temperature (°C) Temperature(°C) Temperature(°C)
08:20
25,0
22,9
20
12:07
51,9
25,8
30
14:50
48,8
36,6
31
16:53
42,0
33,2
32
18:00
35,0
32,7
32

DIURNAL TEMPERATURE RELATION
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Figure 16 Diurnal Temperature Relation
Example images taken by FLIR T440 series camera from Electro-Optics (EO) and
Infrared (IR) sensors are shown Figure 17 and Figure 18, respectively. The borders
are defied by ruler and reference points are specified by stones. As seen in Figure 17,
we put stones at location (0,0), (50,0), (100,0), (150,0), (200,0), (200,50) cm. These
stones locations are used as reference points for registration. In Figure 18, we choose
3 locations to observe temperature changes during the day. Table 7 is extracted from
these recording.
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Figure 17 Example EO Frame taken by FLIR T440

Figure 18 Example IR Frame Taken by FLIR T440
The diurnal changings affect the temperature of landmines. Figure 19 is captured at
12:00 and Figure 20 is captured at 18:00. At morning, sand gets warm faster than
landmine; so landmine is seen darker. On the other hand, sand gets cold faster than
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landmine; so landmine is seen brighter at afternoon. In our IR image, there is a
landmine with full metal density at shown location. Therefore, the variations could
be seen obviously. These results also match with Figure 16.

Figure 19 Example FLIR Frame taken at 12:00

Figure 20 Example FLIR Frame Taken at 18:00
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3.4

Pre-Processing of IR Imagery

3.4.1 Adaptive Histogram Equalization Algorithm
Histogram equalization techniques are conventional enhancement techniques for
image processing. In FLIR perspective yields that closer regions are brighter than
further regions. To remove intensity mismatch between closer and further area in the
same frame and to increase detection area with greater standoff distance, Contrast
Limited Adaptive Histogram Equalization (CLAHE) algorithm is applied to frame as
a pre-processing method.

CLAHE algorithm is based on Histogram Equalization

(HE) algorithm which is defined as following equations.
For a give image X  { X(i, j)} with L discrete gray levels such as { X0 , X1,..., XL1 } ,
the probability density function can be written as equation (2).
p(X k ) 

Nk
N

for k=0,1,...,L-1

(2)

where Nk is the number of times the level Xk appears in the input image and N is the
total number of input image. Gray levels are denoted as L (L=256). Then, the
cumulative density function c(x) is calculated as in (3);
k

c(X k )   p(X j) for k=0,1,...,L-1

(3)

j 0

The input image is mapped into the entire dynamic range (X0 , XL1) in histogram
equalization process. The cumulative density function is used as a transform function
and the transformation is indicated in equation (4).

f (x)  X0  (XL1  X0 ).c(x)

(4)

where (X L1) is the maximum and (X 0 ) is minimum gray level. The corresponding
output image after histogram equalization process is expressed as equation (5).
Y  f (x)  {f (X(i, j))  X(i, j)  X}
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(5)

where (i,j) represents the spatial coordinates of the pixel in the image.
The aim of histogram equalization method is that the high histogram regions are
stretched and the low histogram regions are compressed. In that case, if the target
area which should be detected is occupied a small portion in the image, and then it is
not enhanced after histogram equalization. To overcome this problem, histogram is
modified by clipping a threshold limit before the process of equalization. This
method is called as Contrast Limited Adaptive Histogram Equalization (CLAHE)
algorithm. The clipping limit is defined as equation (6).

 
    
Clip limit = 
   .  


256  
 256   

(6)

where β is the clipping enhancement parameter
[.] is the truncating the value to the nearest integer
ϕ is the product block size
256 is the number of bins (0-255).
The limit value in CLAHE method is critical parameter. Higher values for clip limit
results more contrast image. The optimum parameter should be selected for FLIR
imagery.
3.5

Landmine Detection Algorithms

In this thesis, we propose a method that is the fusion of the different landmine
detection algorithms to improve the detection rate. While fusing the detection
algorithms, we try to make use of different features of FLIR image. For this reason,
we choose both intensity and texture based features for fusion. We select Trainable
Size Contrast Filters based, Corner based, Gaussian Modelling based and Maximally
Stable Extremal Regions based landmine detection algorithms and we will give detail
information about these algorithms in next sections.
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3.5.1 Trainable Size Contrast Filters Based Landmine Detection
Trainable Size Contrast Filters detection [15] is the first detection method that we
implement. There are two windows called as inner and outer window. The difference
between two windows is calculated at every pixel location. If the difference is higher
than the threshold, then an anomalous is recorded at that location. The outer window
represents the local background while inner window corresponds to anomalous if
there is one. There are some parameters which represent inner and outer window
size. Inner window vertical and horizontal radiuses are called as wsize_v and
wsize_h respectively. Outer window vertical and horizontal paddings are called as
pad_v and pad_h respectively. The range of wsize is [1, 64] and the range of pad is
[1, 32]. This range changes according to resolution and target size. After defining the
windows, the decision on which type of distance measurements for similarity is
critical. On the assumption that if the variance of inner window is not affected the
result (near outer window variance), mean brightness of two windows can be
compared with the outer window variance. Taking the difference of mean values to
ensure anomalous and dividing by outer window variance gives the square of
Mahalanobis Distance indicated in equation(7).

DM (p,q)=

(μ p -μ q ) 2
σ2

(7)

Where µp : the mean value of inner window
µq : the mean value of outer window
σ 2 : the variance of outer window

In equation(7), if the outer window variance is high then the result will be small and
there is no anomalous. If the outer window variance is small then mean differences is
important.
In Mahalanobis Distance, the inner window variance is not taken into account so
unexpected results can be occurred. For example, the outer window variance is very
high where inner window variance is very low that means the gray scale line
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surrounding with black and white pixels, the result will be no anomalous in
Mahalanobis Distance measure. However, there is a target which should be detected.
Bhattacharya Distance is taken into account both inner and outer window mean and
variance values.

DB (p,q)=

 σ 2 +σ 2
 p q
+0.5*ln
2
2
 2 σ2σ2
4(σ p +σ q )
p q

(μ p -μ q ) 2






(8)

Where µp : the mean value of inner window
µq : the mean value of outer window
σ 2p : the variance of inner window
σ q2 : the variance of outer window

In some cases, windows have similar means with different variances. Equation (7)
goes to zero in Mahalanobis distance; however, equation (8) tends to grow according
to variance difference in Bhattacharya distance. Bhattacharya distance gives more
realistic results. In algorithm implementation, we require six parameters. Four
parameters define windows size and two parameters define thresholds for distances.
3.5.2 Corner Based Landmine Detection
The critical information is extracted from corners that can be essential for the
identification studies. There are many areas in video processing which utilize in
detection of corners, stereo matching, object recognition and tracking [62]. In our
application, we aim to detect landmines locations using corner features [59].
Corner detection algorithm, which is based on single-scale, works very well if the
image has similar-size features. FLIR image contains multi-scale features because of
the angle of LWIR camera. The position of the camera mounted top of the vehicle
results perspective seen in the image. Hence, multi scale algorithm based on
curvature scale space (CSS) algorithm is used to detect corners of landmine [60]. The
steps of CSS algorithms are explained in sub-sections.
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3.5.2.1

Canny Edge Detection

The first step of CSS algorithm is that Canny edge detection is applied to each IR
image. Canny edge detector, which is one of the edge detector algorithms, contains
multi stage process.
a. Gaussian filter is applied to IR image to remove noise. Noise causes false
corners in an image and affects the edge detection. To reduce effects of noise
on detection, the image is smoothed by Gaussian filter [68]. 2D continuous
Gaussian function is described as;

G(x, y) 



1
2

2

e

x 2  y2
2 2

(9)

Where σ : variance
In discrete domain, the Gaussian filter is calculated in (10).
HGij 

 (i  (k  1))2  ( j  (k  1))2 
exp

 ; 1  i,j  (2k+1), (10)
2 2
2 2


1

Where the Gaussian filter kernel size is (2k+1)  (2k+1) and i,j: discrete pixel
location.
If the size of Gaussian filter is 5  5 with σ = 1.4, then kernel equals to (11).
2 4 5 4 2


4 9 12 9 4 

1
 5 12 15 12 5 
H
159 

 4 9 12 9 4 
 2 4 5 4 2 

(11)

b. The most intensity changing in gray scale image gives the edges in the Canny
algorithm. These locations are found by taking gradient of filtered image in
horizontal and vertical directions. Gx and Gy are the first derivative in the
horizontal and vertical direction respectively. Edge gradient magnitude and
direction are calculated as;
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G  G 2x  G 2y

,



  arctan 2 G y , G x



(12)

Where the magnitude of gradient G is the Euclidean distance and the edge
direction angle, which is the perpendicular to edge, is limited as

0 , 45 ,90 and 135 .
Sobel operator is one of the edge detection operators that used in
implementation and the kernel of Sobel operator is described in [68].

K GX

 1 0 1 


  2 0 2  and
 1 0 1 

K GY

1 2 1


0 0 0
 1 2 1

(13)

Filtered image is convolved by both KGX and KGY. Then, equation (12) is
calculated to find gradients of IR image.
c. The third step in Canny algorithm is the non-maximum suppression algorithm
which is an edge thinning technique. The goal of this step is to obtain more
sharp edges. The idea is that all gradient directions are rounded to

0 , 45 ,90 and 135 and then the current pixel’s edge strength is compared to
the pixel gradient strengths which are the positive and negative gradient
directions. Whole local maxima values are preserved and the others are
removed.
d. After non-maxima suppression, still some edge pixels caused by noise exist.
Double thresholding method is applied to separate weak edge to strong edge.
They are called as low threshold and high threshold values. If the pixel value
is higher than the high threshold value then it is called as strong edge. If the
pixel value is lower than the low threshold value then it is called as weak
edge.
e. Final step for Canny edge detector is the edge tracking by hysteresis. Strong
edges can be assigned directly as true edges. If weak edges are connected to
strong edges then they are added as true edges, otherwise, they are removed.
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3.5.2.2

Corner Detection and False Edge Removal

After applying Canny edge detector, edge contours are extracted from edge map and
if there is a gap between edges, the gap is filled until that end point of edge is nearly
connected to another end point of edge. The close contour curves are selected for
landmine detection. The corners of identified contours are computed. There are many
false corners which are eliminated according to the average curvature, corner angle
and axes ratio of inscribed ellipse [62].
To identify corners, curvature of contours is calculated. Curvature gives information
about the sharpness of a curve. Curvature is defined as the magnitude of the rate of
change “  ” with respect to the distance “s” moved along the curve. Figure 21
expresses curvature.
y

y

δs

δy

δx

ψ
x

x

Figure 21 Curvature Expression
If curvature is denoted as  (kappa), Equation (14) below identifies this relation.



d
ds

(14)

Equation (14) above can be converted more familiar form to equation (15).

d d dx d  ds 


/
ds
dx ds dx  dx 
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(15)

 x and  y denote small increments in the x and y directions, respectively. In Figure

21, there is a small triangle with hypotenuse  s which is the arc-length along the
curve. From Phytagoras’ theorem:

s
 s 
y
y
  x   1    x  so that  x  1    x 






2

2

2

(16)

If the increments get smaller, the relation can be written in derivative form.
ds
 dy 
 1  
dx
 dx 

2

(17)

As y  f (x) , equation (17) turns into equation (18).
2

2
ds
 df 
 1     (1  f ' (x) )1/2
dx
 dx 

(18)

The relation between the angle  and derivative of f’(x) is
df
tan
dx

(19)

Second order derivative can be written as equation (20).
2 d
d 2f
d
d
 sec2 
 (1  tan2  )
 (1  f '(x) )
2
dx
dx
dx
dx

(20)

When we invert equation (20),
d
f '' (x)

dx (1  f '(x) 2 )



(21)

So, finally curvature can be calculated as equation (22).



d
d  ds 
f '' (x)

/  
ds
dx  dx  (1  f '(x) 2 )3/2
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(22)

Basically,

dy y
d 2 y xy  yx
dx

and

where x 
2
3
dx x
dt
dx
x

and x 

d2x
dt 2

Then, curvature  can be formed into equation (23).



f '' (x)
2 3/2

(1  f '(x) )



xy  yx
 y
x 3 1   
  x 

2





3/2



xy  yx
 x  y 
2

2

3/2

(23)

In our curvature calculation, we use final basic formulation. After we find curvature,
we calculate local maxima which are the corners of contours.
The total parameters that are used in implementation are:
H: the high threshold value of Canny edge detector
L: the low threshold value of Canny edge detector
L=0 and H=[0.15,0.35]
C: the axes ratio of corner inscribed ellipse. C=1.5
T: maximum angle of corner. T=160
Endpoint: assigned as whether endpoint of contour or not. Endpoint = 0
Gap_size: required number of pixels to close to contour.
3.5.3 Gaussian Model-Based Landmine Detection
Gaussian Model (GM) [58] is one of the landmine detection methods that have been
used for modelling foreground/background. In this algorithm, each pixel is assigned
as a mixture of Gaussian distributions [58]. If new pixel is added, then these
distributions are updated. For each frame, the histogram of IR image is calculated
and Gaussian curve is fitted to this histogram. The mean and variance of the
histogram are estimated while fitting the Gaussian curve.
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Figure 22 Histogram of Train IR Image
Foreground/background (1/0) modelling is a type of binary function and defined as
FG(x,y);
1, I t (x, y)  (x, y)  2.5 
FG(x, y)  

else
0,

(24)

Where I t (x, y) : the pixel value at location (x,y) at frame t
(x, y) : the mean of Gaussian background model at pixel location (x,y)
 :standard deviation

According to equation (24), if new pixel value is outside 2.5 standard deviations of
the background, then it is called as foreground and labelled as ‘1’. Otherwise, it is
called as background and labelled as ‘0’.
After labelling, Weighted Mean-Shift algorithm and coordinate conversion are
applied to find center location of landmines in local coordinate as explained in
section 3.7.2 and section 3.8 respectively.
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3.5.4 Maximally Stable Extremal Region Based Landmine Detection
Maximally Stable Extremal Region (MSER) [63] algorithm is a technique which
used in detection of buried landmines in LWIR image. As an informal definition,
MSERs are blobs that are either darker or brighter regions compared to surroundings.
Additionally, blobs are stable within the range of threshold. In formal definition,
Extremal Regions are defined by Matas et al. [63] as the image regions which are
formed by contiguous pixels and these pixels are spatially connected and possess
similar threshold intensity. After detection of ERs, each ERs compared to stability
factor to find the Maximally Stable ER (MSER)s. Resulting blobs indicate possible
landmine locations in LWIR imagery.
Image: Let image I be mapping I : D  Z2  0,1,..., 255 which is totally ordered,
i.e. reflective, antisymmetric and transitive binary relation. This is required for ERs
and the next requirement for ERs is a neighbourhood (spatial adjacency) relation
defined as

A  D D

e.g. 4-neighbors spatial adjacency,
d

p, q  D are adjacent (pAq) iff  pi  qi  1

(25)

i 1

Region: Region R is the subset of D such that for each p, q  D there is as sequence

p, a1,...,a n ,q and pAa1,...,a1Aa i1,...,a n Aq, a i  R , i.e. region is a connected
component in terms of neighbourhood relation A.
Outer Boundary: Outer Boundary is defined as R  q  D \ R : p  R : qAp
i.e. the boundary R of R is the set of pixels which are adjacent at least one pixel of
R but not inside the R.
Extremal Region: Region R is an extremal region E if and only if
E  D such that p  E,q  E and
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I(p) > I(q) :maximum intensity region or
I(p)  I(q) :minimum intensity region

(26)

Maximally Stable Extremal Region (MSER): Let E1,..., Ei 1, Ei ,... be a
sequence of nested extremal regions, i.e. Ei 1  Ei . Extremal region E i* is
maximally stable if and only if
q(i)  Ei  \ Ei  / Ei

has a local minimum at i* where



(27)

is the user defined parameter.

Equation (27) defines the measure of the relative change of region area over a fixed
number of intensities. The number of pixels Ei  \ Ei  in the range of intensities
i  ,i   , which gives the change of region area, called as mixed pixels.

The MSER algorithm is used landmine detection in LWIR imagery, because of the
following properties of MSER.


It is an invariant algorithm to affine transformation called as affine invariance
property.



During image domain transformation, the adjacency is preserving.



It is also stable, since unchanged regions based on thresholds are selected as
extremal regions.



Multi-scale detection is another property, since MSER detects both very fine
and very large blobs in same view.

These properties are important in application because FLIR camera records a video
while vehicle is moving. In different frames, the same blob is seen in different angle
view and MSER is not affected by affine transformations. Additionally, MSER
detects blobs in LWIR imagery. The blobs shapes and brighter/darker appearance
depend on distance to vehicle, burial depth and daily whether conditions. In MSER,
the point is the stability in blobs so the algorithm is robust to external factors.
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MSERs can be denoted as ellipsoids. After finding samples according to MSER
algorithm, covariance matrixes of regions are calculated. Firstly, standard deviation,
which provides a measure of how much the data is spread across the feature space, is
calculated.
The standard deviation in x direction is obtained as in equation (28).
2

1 N
 
(x  )  [(x  (x))(x  (x))]   (x, x)
N  1 i 1 i
2
x

(28)

The standard deviation in y direction is obtained as in equation (29).
2

1 N
 
(y  )  [(y  (y))(y  (y))]   (y, y)
N  1 i 1 i
2
y

(29)

The standard deviation in x and y direction is obtained as in equation (30).

 xy2  [(x  (y))(y  (y))]   (x, y)

(30)

Where µ is mean value and E defines expected value function.
Therefore, covariance matrix C is computed as equation (31).

 (x, x)  (x, y)
C

 (y, x)  (y, y)

(31)

The ellipse axis vectors are obtained as the unit eigenvectors e0 and e1 of the matrix
of C and corresponding eigenvalues are 0 > 1 > 0 respectively. e0 is the largest
eigenvector with 0 largest eigenvalue. Since C is a real symmetric matrix, there is
an orthonormal basis for n of eigenvectors of C. Each vector’s norm is 1 and they
are

orthogonal

with

respect

to

C

in

orthonormal

e0 t Ce1  0 or Cov(e1,e0 )  0 . Then Var(e)  e2   .

Ellipse is defined as equation (32).
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case.

This

means,

2

 x   y 
      s
x  y 
2

(32)

where s defines the scale of ellipse.
s is chosen according to confidence level such that a 95% confidence level
corresponds to s=5.991 where the degrees of freedom is 2. In our cases, the degrees
of freedom is 2 because, there are two unknowns [69].
As a result, major half axis is defined as

5.991 0e0 and the minor half axis is

5.991 1e1 . Using relation Var(e)  e2   , then the major and minor axis are

defined as

5.9910 e0 and

5.9911 e1 respectively.

The orientation of ellipse is obtained by calculating the angle of the largest
eigenvector towards the x-axis.

  arctan

e0( y)
e0(x)

(33)

Finally ellipse defined as equation below.

ellipse Q ' * R

where

 5.9910  cos( )
 cos( ) sin() 
 and R  
Q
 where  : [0,2 ]
 5.9911  sin( ) 
 sin( ) cos( )
3.6

(34)

Performance Metrics of Detection Algorithms

Receiver Operating Characteristics (ROC) curve is a technique to visualize, organize
and select the classifiers based on their performance. In detection theory, there is
trade-off between hit rate and false alarm rate. ROC curves analyse false positive rate
and true positive rate at x and y directions, respectively.
In landmine detection, two classes, which are foreground and background, are
classified by anomaly detection algorithms. Each instance is mapped to one element
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of the set {p, n} of positive and negative class labels. These classes are true classes.
With classification algorithms, predicted classes are formed and labelled as {Y, N}.
The combination of instance and classifier results four possible outcomes [70].
Table 8 Confusion Matrix (Contingency Table)

Hypothesized Class

True Class
p
n
True Positive
False Positive
False Negatives
True Negative

Y
N

The combination of instance and classifier results four possible outcomes.
Table 8 shows the four possible outcomes. If the instance is positive and if classified
as positive, then it is counted as True Positive (TP), if classified as negative then it is
classified as False Negative (FN). If the instance is negative and if classified as
positive, then it is counted as False Positive (FP), if classified as negative then it is
classified as True Negative (TN).
There are some parameters which defines the classifier performance.
True positive rate is also called as hit rate and recall defined as (35),
tp rate 

Positives correctly classified TP

Total positives
P

(35)

False positive rate is also called false alarm rate defined as (36),
fp rate 

Negatives incorrectly classified FP

Total negatives
N

Additional terms associated with ROC curves are expressed in (37).
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(36)

TP
P
True negatives
specifity 
 1  fp rate
False positives + True negatives
TP
positive predictive value = precision =
TP  FP
TP  TN
accuracy 
PN
2
F  measure 
1/ precision  1/ recall
sensitivity  recall 

(37)

ROC graph is a two-dimensional graph which plots fp rate on X axis, tp rate on Y
axis. At (0,0) location, there is no false positives errors but also no true positives. At
(1, 1) defines both true and false positives are the same. (0, 1) point represents the
perfect classification. Increasing the area under ROC gives better classification.
3.7

Fusion Algorithms

In this thesis, fusion of detection algorithms is examined to increase accuracy and
detection performance. Mean Shift and Weighted Mean Shift algorithms are
implemented in this section. There results a set of discrete samples after landmine
detection algorithms. We need to find local maxima of a density function given a set
of discrete samples. Mean shift algorithm is well known method finding local
maxima according to [15]. That so; we use weighted mean shift algorithm as a fusion
technique for locating local maxima resulted samples which are outcomes of each
detection algorithm.
3.7.1 Mean Shift Algorithm
After image is processed by detection algorithms, bright or dark blobs are formed.
Mean-Shift algorithm is applied data in image space to locate peaks. Mean-Shift
method aims to locate maxima of density function given a set of discrete samples
iteratively. The mean shifted pixel locations of blobs are projected into local
coordinates as explained in section 3.8. The procedure is based on gradient ascent
algorithm with the kernel density estimator [15]. Equation (38) gives the general
formula.
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N
ˆf (x)  1  K  x  x i 
nh i 1  h 

(38)

Where K : Kernel function (a symmetric function that integrates to one);
h : Variance in Window Size
N : Number of data points
The gradient of (38) with respect to x is taken and equalized to zero, then (39)
results.

 x  xi 
x
h  i
i 1
x N
 x  xi 
K 


i 1
 h 
N

 K 

(39)

If rectangular Kernel function is used, (39) is reduced into(40).

x

x

x i L

L

i

,


1,
K r (x  x i , h)  
0,


 h


otherwise 


x  xi

2

(40)

Where L : Set of all points for K r (x  xi )  1;
L : Cardinality of the set L

The initial points are required for Mean-Shift procedure. All hit locations in image
coordinate are selected as initial points and they are updated until convergence. The
convergence is defined as that changing in mean value between old mean and new
mean is less than 20. All hit points with in convergence are merged and peak location
is found. The distribution can be multimodal depending on number of targets and the
result will be more than one peak location. If the merging is done in a single frame,
then it is called as Intra-Frame Mean-Shift. To improve the detection, peak locations
in individual frames are combined and consecutive frames are processed by MeanShift algorithm. This is called as Inter-Frame Mean-Shift and it reduces FA while
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increasing detection performance. After finding local maxima in frame, mean shifted
image pixel locations converted into local coordinate.
3.7.2 Weighted Mean Shift Algorithm
Each individual detector results hit locations and these hit locations are combined
mean shift algorithm. 3.7.1 Mean shift algorithm is explained in detail. One more
step to increase performance of data fusion is that we assigned to each detector a
unique weight. Weights are calculated by CMA-ES algorithm and the aim of CMAES is to minimize Area above ROC (AAC) curve of detection algorithms. The
minimum AAC gives the better performance while fusing data. Then, while mean
shifting the data within the bandwidth, they are multiplicated with the corresponding
weights then weighted data is used.
The weighted mean shift algorithm [15] is explained in equation (41).
N
1 M j  x  x i, j 
ˆ
f (x) 
w (x )
 K 
nh j1 i 1  h  j i, j

(41)

Where wj(xi,j) is the weight for point xi,j, M is the number of different detection
algorithm, Nj is the number of points corresponding to jth detection algorithm.
The gradient of above equation with respect to x is taken and equalized to zero, then
updated version of x in equation (42).
 x  x i, j 
w (x )x
h  j i, j i, j
j1 i 1

x
M Nj
 x  x i, j 
K 
 w j( x i, j )

j1 i 1
 h 
M

Nj

 K 

(42)

If rectangular Kernel function is used, (42) is reduced into (43).

 w (x

x

x i , jL

j

i, j

 w (x

x i , jL

j

)x i , j
i, j

)

,

1,
K(x  x i, j, h)  
 0,
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 h 
 (43)
otherwise 

x  x i, j

2

Where K is the rectangular Kernel, h is the variance in window size. h will be used
differently in detection algorithms.
3.8

Infrared Camera Registration

While system is moving on the road, Forward Looking IR camera records a scene in
a multiple frames of video and the pose of scene is different at each time relatively to
the camera. In other words, the position and orientation of object is changed from
frame to frame in recorded video. Changing the size and shape of the object on video
is a challenging; if the object is projected into world coordinates, then detection
performance is improved. Additionally, the internal parameters and position of the
camera should be known for calibration between image plane and world plane
transition. Thus, IR camera registration is an important topic for precise detection
and extracting world coordinates of landmines.
3.8.1 Perspective Projection Model
Pinhole camera is generally modelled as perspective projection. Three dimensional
camera reference frame coordinates (X, Y, Z) is transformed into two dimensional
image coordinates (x, y). 3D coordinate system has an origin at the center of
projection and its Z axis is along the optical axis. The corresponding system is shown
in Figure 23.
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Figure 23 Perspective Projection Model
A point M on an object will be imaged at some point m=(x,y) in the image plane.
These coordinates are the intersection of optical axis and image plane and whose x
and y are parallel to the X and Y axes. The relationship between the two coordinate
systems depends on 3x3 camera matrix which captures the intrinsic parameters of the
camera. Firstly, relation depending on focal length of camera (f) is defined as in
(44).

x

fX
fY
,y 
Z
Z

(44)

In homogeneous coordinates, this can be written as in matrix form equation (45).

X 
 x  f 0 0 0  
 y   0 f 0 0  Y 
  
 Z
 1  0 0 1 0   
1

(45)

The actual pixel coordinates (u, v) are defined with respect to an origin in the top left
hand corner of the image plane, and (46) gives the relation.
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u  uc 

x
y
andv  vc 
pixelwidth
pixelheight

(46)

The resulting conversion from camera reference frame to image pixel coordinates is
in (47).

Zu  Zu c 

Xf
Yf
andZv  Zvc 
pixelwidth
pixelheight

(47)

In homogeneous coordinates, the equation (47) is represented as in (48).
f

 pixelwidth
u  
  
0
v  
 1  
0





0
X 
 
 Y
vc 0     u  P.M
Z
 
1 0 1



0

uc

f
pixelheight
0

(48)

where u represents the homogeneous vector of image pixel coordinates, P is the
perspective projection matrix, and M is the homogeneous vector of world
coordinates.
There are five parameters such as which affect this equation and also known as
intrinsic parameters of camera;

u 

f
f
, v 
pixelwidth
pixelheight

(49)

f : focal length
uc : u pixel coordinate at the optical center
vc : v pixel coordinate at the optical center
The resulting P matrix becomes as in(50);
 u

P0
 0
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0

v

uc
vc

0

1

0

0
0 

(50)

3.8.2 World to Camera Reference Frame
To use described projection model, we must first transform world coordinates into
the camera reference frame. We assume that we know 3D world coordinates from
local coordinate references and transformation can be done with 3x3 rotation matrix
R and 3x1 translation matrix T. In homogeneous form K matrix is represented in
(51);
R
K T
03

T

1

(51)

Thus, multiplication (48) is converted into(52).
u  P.K.M

𝐂 = 𝐏. 𝐊

Camera calibration matrix, C, equals to

 u

C  P.K   0
 0

0

v
0



u c 0   r1

vc 0  r2

1 0   r3
0


(52)
and



t x   u r1  u cr3  u t x  u c t z 


t y    vr1  u vr3  v t x  v c t z  (53)


r3 t z
t z  
1 

where the vectors
r1  r11 r12

r13  ,r2  r21 r22

r23  ,r3  r31 r32

r33 

(54)

are the row vectors of the rotation matrix R, and translation matrix T
T   t x

ty

t z  .

(55)

The matrix C, like the P, has rank three.
3.8.3 Solving for Calibration Matrix
Calibration is the process of the estimating the intrinsic and extrinsic parameters of
the camera. It can be thought as a two stage process;
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3.8.3.1 Estimating the Calibration Matrix C
u  P.K.Misconvertedinto u  C.M ,

 u   c11 c12
  
 v   c21 c22
 1   c31 c32

X 
X 
c14    . c1T . .  

 Y
 Y
c24     . cT2 . .    u  C.M
 Z
 Z
c34    . c3T . .  
1
1

c13
c23
c33

(56)

Conversion back from homogeneous coordinates results equation(57).
u

c1 .M
c .M
and v  2
c3 .M
c3 .M

(57)

Solving equation (56) for each point, i, results (58).

(c1  u ic3)  M i  0
(c1  vic3)  M i  0

(58)

If known and unknown parameters are combined in matrix form for n sample points,
matrix form of multiplication is written as in (59).
M1T
 T
0

 T
M n
 0T


0T
M1T
0T
M Tn

0 
u1M1T 
 
T 
 v1M1   c1  0 
 c 2      A.x = 0
   
u n M Tn  c3  0 
0 
 v n M Tn 

All elements of (59) are shown in equation (60).
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(59)

 M1x

 0


 M nx

 0

M1y

M1z

0

0

M ny

M nz

0

0

1

0

0 M1x
1

0

0 M nx

0

0

0

u1M1x

u1M1y

u1M1z

M1y

M1z

1

 v1M1x

 v1M1y

 v1M1z

0

0

0 u n M nx

u n M ny

u n M nz

M ny

M nz

1  v n M nx

 v n M ny

 v n M nz

 c11 
 
 c12 
 c13 
 
u1   c14  0 
 c 
 v1   21  0 
 
 c 22    


 c
 
u n   23  0 
 c 24 
 v n    0 
 c31 
 c32 
 
 c33 
c 
 34 

(60)

To solve (60), we should find minimum eigenvector corresponding to minimum
eigenvalue of A matrix or Single Value Decomposition (SVD) can be used to solve
homogeneous mxn linear system. A is and mxn matrix where rows m are greater than
the columns n. Then, A=USVT such that;
U is a column orthogonal matrix of size mxn.
S is a diagonal matrix with positive or zero elements of size nxn.
V is an orthogonal matrix of size nxn.
Let S=diag{σ1, σ2,…, σn} where σ1≥ σ2≥…≥ σn≥0 then σ1, σ2,…, σn are called
singular values of A. These singular values are not same as the eigenvalues. For a
matrix A, matrix AHA is normal with non-negative eigenvalues where singular
values of A are square root of the eigenvalues of AHA. The last column of V gives
the c column vector where the size of this column vector equals to 12x1. Calibration
matrix C is the 3x4 form of 12x1 column vector.
3.8.3.2 Estimating the Intrinsic and Extrinsic Parameters
A general 3x4 projective matrix has eleven degrees of freedom: it has 12 entries, but
an arbitrary scale factor is involved, so one of the entries can be set to 1 without loss
of generality. C matrix can be written as in (61);
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q1T

C  q T2
q3T


q14 

q 24  ,
q 34 

(61)

C matrix includes four sets of intrinsic and extrinsic parameters if and only if the
following two conditions are satisfied:



q3  1

(q1 × q3 ) (q2 × q3 )  0,  : means cross product, :means dot product

The proof of these conditions is explained as;
If C is in the form of equation (59), then q 3 = r3 and since r3 is a row of rotation
matrix, its norm is 1. Additionally, (62) is the proof of equality of zero.

(q1 × q 3 ) (q 2 × q 3 )  (( u r1  u cr3 ) × r3 ) (( vr2  vcr3 ) × r3 )
 ( u r1 × r3 ) ( vr2 × r3 )  0

(62)

The calibration matrix is the equality of (53) and (61) as in (63);
 u r1  u cr3  u t x  u c t z  q1T

 
C   vr1  u vr3  v t x  vc t z   q T2

 q3T
r3 t z


q14 

q 24 
q34 

(63)

The results are shown (64),(65),(66),(67) and (68).
t z  q34 and r3 = qT3

(64)

Taking the inner product of q3 with q1 and q2 yields uc and vc :
u c  q1T q3

and

vc  qT2 q3

(65)

Computing the squared magnitudes of q1 and q2 yields:

 u  q1Tq1  u c
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and

 v  qT2 q2  vc

(66)

Rotation matrix parameters are found as;

r1 

q1T  u cq3T

and

u

r2 

qT2  u cq3T

(67)

q 24  vc t z

(68)

v

Translation matrix parameters are found as;
tx 

q14  u c t z

and

u

ty 

v

3.8.4 Solving for Calibration Matrix under Flat Earth Assumption
In our particular case, we could not get information about the height of the vehicle
and target in landmine detection system. Flat earth assumption is done in this
situation. Z is selected as ‘0’ that means, everything is assumed to lie in Z=0 plane.
The corresponding figure is shown in Figure 24.

Figure 24 Plane Projective Model

The plane projection matrix at Z=0, (53) is reduced to (69).
 x   p11
  
 y    p 21
 1   p31

p12
p 22
p32

p13
p 23
p33

X 
p14     u

 Y
p 24      0
0
p34     0
1
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0

v
0

u x  X 
 
u y  Y 
1   1 

(69)

The calibration matrix becomes into (70).
 u r1  u t x  u c  q1T

 
C   vr2  v t y  vc   q T2
 0
 q 3T
1

 

q13 

q 23 
q 33 

(70)

3.8.5 CMA-ES Optimization Algorithm
To minimize 3x3 plane projective matrix, SVD method also can be used. These
projection functions may include properties such that SVD or other gradient descent
algorithms suffer from. These properties are:


Non-linear, non-quadratic, non-convex



Ruggedness
o Non-smooth, discontinuous, multimodal and/or noisy function



Non-separable
o Dependencies between the objective variables



Ill-conditioning

The optimization process Covariance Matrix Adaptation Evolution Strategy (CMAES) is designed for non-linear functions. Numerical optimization of non-linear or
non-convex continuous optimization problems is solved by Evolution strategies (ES),
which is stochastic, derivative-free method. An evolutionary algorithm is based on
the principle of biological evolution: variation and selection. Variation occurs due to
recombination and mutation. In each generation (iteration) new individuals
(candidate solutions, denoted as x) are generated by variation. Then, some
individuals are selected to become the parents in the next generation based on their
fitness or objective function value f(x). In an evolution strategy, new candidate
solutions are sampled according to a multivariate normal distribution in the Rn .
Recombination amounts to selecting a new mean value for the distribution. Mutation
amounts to adding a random vector, a perturbation with zero mean. Pairwise
dependencies between the variables in the distribution are represented by
a covariance matrix. The covariance matrix adaptation (CMA) is a method to update
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the covariance matrix of this distribution. This is particularly useful, if the
function f is ill-conditioned. The generation process is basically shown in Figure 25.

Figure 25 Generation Steps for CMA-ES Algorithm
3.8.5.1

Sampling

In the CMA Evolution Strategy, a population of new search points (individuals,
offspring) is generated by sampling a multivariate normal distribution. The basic
equation for sampling the search points, for generation number g = 0,1,2,…
x(kg 1)

m(g)   (g) N(0, C(g))

for k=1,...,

where ~ : denotes the same distribution on the left and right hand side
N(0,C(g)) : multivariate distribution with zero mean and covariance matrix C(g)
x(kg 1)  R n ,:k-th offspring form generation g+1

m(g)  R n : mean value of the search distribution at the generation g
 (g)  R  :“overall” standard deviation, step size, at generation g
C(g)  R nxn : covariance matrix at generation g
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(71)

  2 : population size, sample size, number of offspring
3.8.5.2

Selection and Recombination: Moving the Mean

The new mean m(g+1) of the search distribution is a weighted average of µ selected
(g+1)

points from the sample x1

(g+1)

, … , xλ

and it is written as (72).


m(g 1)   w i x(i:g1)

(72)

i 1



w
i 1

i

 1, w1  w 2 

 w  0

(73)

   : the parent population size, i.e. the number of selected points
w i 1...  R  : positive weight coefficients for recombination
(g+1)

x(i:g1) : i-th best individual out of x1

(g+1)

, … , xλ

f (x(i:g1))  f (x(2g:1)) 

3.8.5.3

and

 f (x(g:1))

Adapting Covariance Matrix
p(cg 1)  (1  cc )p(cg)  cc (2  cc )eff

m(g 1)  m(g)

 ( g)

(74)

where

p(cg)  R n : evolution path at generation g.

cc  1,1 cc : the backward time horizon of the evolution path pc

eff  1  ln n
Resulting covariance matrix adaptation is obtained (75).


C(g 1)  (1  c1  c  )C(g)  c1p(cg 1)p(cg 1)  c   w i y(i:g1) y(i:g1)
T

T

i 1

Rank-one update Rank- update
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(75)



Rank-one update: The complete covariance matrix is calculated by using
selected steps from single generation.



Rank-µ update: The complete covariance matrix is calculated by using
previous generations’ information

The corresponding figure for covariance adaptation for one generation is shown in
Figure 26.

Figure 26 Covariance Matrix Adaptation
3.8.5.4

Step Size Control

Two specific reasons to introduce a step-size control in addition to adaptation rule;


The optimal overall step length cannot be well approximated, in particular if
µeff is chosen larger than one.



The largest reliable learning rate for the covariance matrix update is too slow
to achieve competitive change rates for overall step length.

Decrease σ

Increase σ
Figure 27 Step Size Control

Default strategy parameters are defined in (76),(77) and (78).
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Selection and Recombination

  4  3ln n  ,      ,
wi 

w i

j1



(76)

j

eff  2
,
n  eff  5

d  1  2 max(0,

eff  1
)  c
n 1

(77)

Covariance matrix adaptation

cc 

4

eff

n
,
2 eff
n4
n

c   min(1  c1, 

c1 

2
,
(n  1.3)2  eff
1

eff  2 
(n  2) 
2

with    2 where eff 

eff
)
  eff
 1 and



w

(78)

2

1
i 1

3.9

2

Step-size control

c 




w i  ln(   0.50)ln i for i=1,...,

,
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2



w
i 1

i

1

i

Post-Processing of IR Imagery

After converting the image coordinates into world coordinates, there occurs some
anomaly at boundary. The boundary is known in environment such as road width, so
we could eliminate the false alarms caused by boundary. The anomaly locations out
of the boundary are taken out at this step.
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CHAPTER 4

FLIR BASED LANDMINE DETECTION ALGORITHMS AND
SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS BASED ON EXPERIMENTAL TEST SETUP
FRAME SET

4.1

FLIR Based Algorithm Results Based on FLIR Train and Test Sets

This section of thesis, we take train set and test sets from FLIR sample videos and
run all detection algorithms with these sets. Both train and test sets are formed by 10
frames in sample videos at 16:53, 10:30 and 18:00, respectively. Figure 28 is
example frame which is the 700th frame from train set. This frame is recorded at
16:53, 23 August 2016. The weather temperature is like in Figure 16 during the day.
There is as awning at the right hand side of test setup, that so, after midday, the
shadow effects on imagery could be seen. The awning partially prevents the sun light
to reach top-right corner of sandbox and this area is shown cooler than expected.

Figure 28 Example Frame from Train Set taken by FLIR T440 at 16:53
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We also label the ground truth of train frames to calculate performance metrics of
detection algorithms. Figure 29 shows that there are green windows which indicate
landmine locations inside them. If the pixel locations are inside the border of green
windows, then they are labelled as possible landmine. We bury 12 different
landmines and 4 different clutters in our setup, so we do not label the clutter location
as ‘1’. Because, the clutters cause false alarms and they affect the performance of
detectors. Additionally, there is an empty column at the right hand side of frame. We
do not label empty column as ‘1’, either.

Figure 29 Ground Truth of Example Train Frame used in Performance Metrics

After defining the pixel locations of possible landmines, we label as ‘1’ for possible
landmine locations and otherwise, we label as ‘0’. The corresponding binary
labelling is shown in Figure 30.
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Figure 30 Binary Labelling of Example Train Frame used in Performance
Metrics
After train set process, we also define test sets to understand that the performance
improvement is valid different frames under different conditions. Our test sets are
chosen from video samples taken at 10:30 and 18:00. We select morning and evening
hours to compare train frames IR signatures taken at 16:53. Figure 31 indicates an
example test frame, which is the 700th frame from test set, taken at 10:30. The IR
signature is also related with material of landmine. The right-bottom located
landmine has full aluminium type of material so it is colder compared to other
landmine types at 10:30 hour.

Figure 31 Example Frame from Test Set taken at 10:30
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We also extract the ground truth locations for the first test frames. The inside of the
green windows point landmine locations as shown in Figure 32.

Figure 32 Ground Truth of Example Test Frame at 10:30 used in Performance
Metrics
The other test set is run with detection algorithms to compare performances. This
test frames are recorded at 18:00. Figure 33 indicates the example test frame, which
is the 700th frame from test set, recorded at 18:00.

Figure 33 Example Test Frame from Test Set taken at 18:00
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We also extract the ground truth locations for the second test frames. The inside of
the green windows point landmine locations as shown in Figure 32

Figure 34 Ground Truth of Example Test Frame at 18:00 used in Performance
Metrics
After selecting train set and test sets and defining ground truth locations for each set,
we process all detection algorithms on train and test frames.
4.1.1 Pre-Processing of IR Imagery
4.1.1.1 Adaptive Histogram Equalization Algorithm
The parameters for Adaptive Histogram Equalization Algorithm are clipping limit,
number of bins, alpha and distribution. The used parameters for simulations are
stated in Error! Reference source not found. as referenced in [51].
Table 9 Contrast Limited Adaptive Histogram Equalization Algorithm
Parameters
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Increasing the clipping limit enhances the contrast of image. In these simulations, we
extract how the clipping limit affects the detection algorithm performances.
The indicators of the right side of frames are removed and histogram equalization
method is applied to clipped train frames. Figure 35 indicates the result of example
train frame after processing of histogram equalization.

Figure 35 Histogram Equalized Example Train Frame
After these pre-processing steps, train set is run at Trainable Size Contrast Filters,
Corner Detection, Gaussian Model Detection and Maximally Stable Extremal Region
Detection algorithms. Optimum performances are observed at clipping limit 0.01. So
that, we process all detection algorithms in this section with clipping limit 0.01.
4.1.2 Landmine Detection Algorithms Results on Train Sets
In this thesis, we have implemented four detection algorithms such as Trainable Size
Contrast Filters based detection, Corner based detection, Gaussian Model based
detection and Maximally Stable Extremal Region based detection. The block
diagram of algorithms is shown in Figure 7. In this section of thesis, we analyse the
performances of algorithms based on different values which affect the algorithms.
Iteratively, we change the parameters value and observe the performance at each
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step. We also analyse Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) curve while
changing the parameters. All simulations are run at MATLAB 2014a. After using
parameter values as assigned initially, we examine the sensitivity analysis for
landmine detection algorithms to explain the effects of metrics on performance based
on both FAR and process time. Area under ROC (AROC), True Positive Rate (TPR)
and False Positive Rate (FPR) metrics are calculated. In section 4.1, we have
mentioned that the train and test sets with ground truth. Ground truth of frames are
used in TPR and FPR calculation. After labelling the ground truth, possible landmine
pixel locations are calculated by detection algorithms and compared to ground truth
locations to find True Positives and False Positive. We do this analysis for both
optimum threshold and fixed FPR at 0.25. Our aim is to find optimum parameters for
each detection algorithms which provides maximum AROC and TPR besides min
FAR and fixed FAR. We use optimum threshold for first analysis. We calculate the
distance 1-TPR and FPR and the ratio corresponding minimum distance gives the
optimum threshold location. The equation gives the calculation about finding
optimum threshold value for ROC.

min(dis tan ce(i))  min( (1  TPR(i))2  (FPR(i))2 )

(79)

Where i is the number of ratios.
The second analysis for AROC, TPR and FPR is processed at fixed false positive
rate. Our aim is to find AROC and TPR values at fixed FPR=0.25. Then, we
compare the results of train set and the analysis is explained in 4.1.2.6. Additionally,
other performance metrics such as sensitivity, specificity are calculated as explained
in section 3.6. Furthermore, we try to both find optimum parameters and understand
that the optimum parameters are usable for all sample videos which are recorded by
our test setup environment.
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4.1.2.1 Trainable Size Contrast Filters Based Landmine Detection Algorithm
and Results
The first implemented algorithm for Landmine Detection is Trainable Size Contrast
Filters based landmine detection. The block diagram for algorithm is indicated in
Figure 36.
Take Frame and initialize the
parameters
Parameters

wsize_h

wsize_v

pad_
h

pad_v

Search Inner & Outer
Windows

Calculate Mahalanobis Distance &
Bhattacharya Distance for Windows

If D (x,y) > mdis_thresh &&
D (x,y) > bdis_thresh -> Record Hit location,
Otherwise, continue searching
M

B

Figure 36 Trainable Size Contrast Filters Detection Algorithm Block Diagram
According to [16], Trainable Size Contrast Filters Detection algorithm is
implemented 8 different algorithm parameters with 14 iterations. The initial and
optimum parameters are seen in Table 10.
Table 10 Trainable Size Contrast Filter Based Landmine Detection Algorithm
Parameters
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The detector parameters are Bhattacharya distance, Mahalanobis distance and
window sizes at horizontal and vertical directions.
The detected landmines for initial values are shown in Figure 37. This algorithm with
initial values detects nearly 4 landmine locations within 12 landmines. The boundary
of sandbox affects the detection, because, the decision is made according to variation
and mean value of surrounding of center area. The boundary has dramatic changes;
however, these false landmines will be removed in post-processing.

Figure 37 Trainable Size Contrast Filter Based Landmine Detections with
Initial Values for Train Set
The corresponding ROC curve and threshold values for ROC are given in Figure 38.
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Figure 38 ROC and Threshold of Trainable Size Contrast Filter Based
Landmine Detection with Initial Values for Train Set at Optimum Threshold
The detected landmines for optimum values are shown in Figure 39. This algorithm
detects nearly 8 landmine locations within 12 landmines.

Figure 39 Trainable Size Contrast Filter Based Landmine Detections with
Optimum Values for Train Set
The corresponding ROC curve and threshold values for ROC are given in Figure 40.
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Figure 40 ROC and Threshold of Trainable Size Contrast Filter Based
Landmine Detection with Optimum Values for Train Set at Optimum
Threshold
The performance of algorithm is enough; however, FLIR image are sensitive to
window size. In sensitivity analysis, we will compare the results with different
window sizes.
4.1.2.2 Corner Based Landmine Detection Algorithm and Results
Block diagram for corner based anomaly detection is shown in Figure 41. While
implementing Corner based detection algorithm, the variables are defined for
extracting the curvature. Table 11 shows the variables for Corner detection based
algorithm.
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Take Frame and initialize the
parameters

Parameters
Apply Canny Edge Detector

Extract the Curves from
binary edge map
Calculate Curvature of Curves
and Find Local Maxima
correponding to Corners

Figure 41 Corner Detection Based Landmine Detection Algorithm Block
Diagram
According to [59] and [62], Corner Detection algorithm is implemented with
variables defined in Table 11. C defines the axes ratio of corner inscribed ellipse, L
and H are the thresholds for edges, T is the maximum angle of corner and gap size is
the gap between start and end point.
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Table 11 Corner Based Landmine Detection Algorithm Parameters

The algorithm result based on initial and optimum values is shown in Figure 42 and
Figure 44, respectively. The algorithm detects nearly 5 landmines within 12
landmines. The problem is that the test setup has gap 40 cm between landmines; so
corners of landmines are so close to separate them from each other. When we fuse
the corners, we find the locations between the mines. If the mine gap in test area is
higher, then this algorithm will have better performance.

Figure 42 Corner Based Landmine Detections with Initial Values for Train Set
The corresponding ROC curve and threshold values are shown in Figure 43.
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Figure 43 ROC and Threshold of Corner Based Landmine Detection with
Initial Value for Train Set at Optimum Threshold
The algorithm result for optimum value is shown in Figure 44.

Figure 44 Corner Based Landmine Detections with Optimum Values for Train
Set
The ROC curve for Figure 44 is given in Figure 45.
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Figure 45 ROC and Threshold of Corner Based Landmine Detection with
Optimum Values for Train Set at Optimum Threshold
The performance of Corner based detection is very sensitive to high and low
threshold value that we use while extracting the edges. These thresholds also depend
on the FLIR image. According to our test image, we optimize the values as shown in
Table 11. The effects of parameters are analyzed in sensitivity section.
4.1.2.3 Gaussian Model Based Landmine Detection Algorithm and Results
Block diagram for Gaussian Model based anomaly detection is shown in Figure 46.
While implementing for Gaussian Model based detection algorithm, there are 2
variables which are alpha which effects the Gaussian curve and constant which
effects the background and foreground intensity discrimination.
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Take Frame

µ=137,σ=38
Extract Histogram of image and
model as Gaussian Distribution

Calculate foreground pixels using
mean and variance of histogram

Corresponding IR Signature
Location for Foreground Result

Figure 46 Gaussian Model-Based Detection Algorithm Block Diagram
According to [58], GM algorithm is implemented with variables defined in Table 12.
Constant defines the ratio which is multiplied with the variance of the image to
determine foreground and background.
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Table 12 GM Based Landmine Detection Algorithm Parameters

The detection results of GM algorithm for initial and optimum values are shown in
Figure 47. The optimum values are observed that they are the same with initial value.
The sensitivity analysis section, we will explain these results. The algorithm is
detected 8 landmine locations more precisely. In this algorithm, we extract the
histogram of IR image and Gaussian curve is fitted to find mean and variance of
image. The constant that we use in multiplication affects the decision. For our
image, we use 2.5 as optimum value. The change depending on constant and alpha
value is observed in sensitivity analysis. Compared to other algorithms, GM based
landmine detection has less parameter; this reduces the sensitivity to different IR
images.

Figure 47 GM Based Landmine Detections with Initial and Optimum Values for
Train Set
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In Figure 48, the ROC curve for GM is given. The threshold values for this ROC are
higher than the previous ones; because, the intensity values of the locations detected
by GM based detection algorithm are higher.

Figure 48 ROC and Threshold of GM Based Landmine Detection with Initial
and Optimum Values for Train Set at Optimum Threshold

4.1.2.4 Maximally Stable Extremal Region Based Landmine Detection
Algorithm and Results
In this section, MSER detection algorithm block diagram is indicated in Figure 49.
The parameters for MSER detection is minimum diversity, maximum variation,
minimum area and maximum area. The parameter delta in Table 13 controls how the
stability is calculated. A stable region has a small variation in R()  R where R is
the interested region. Variation parameter is limited by MaxVariation in Table 13.
MinDiversity describes the similarity to its parent MSER. MinArea is too small and
MaxArea is too big area information for region.
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Take Frame and initialize the parameters

Parameters
Centre of the
Ellipsoids

MinDiversity, MaxVariation,
MaxArea, MinArea, Delta
Extract Maximally Stable Extremal Regions
 Define Maximally Extremal Regions as

Fit Ellipsoids to MSERs
 Take the center (X0,Y0) and covariance matrix(C) for
each MSERs
Calculate

Stability

Figure 49 Maximally Stable Extremal Regions Detection Algorithm Block
Diagram
According to [16], MSER algorithm is implemented with variables defined in Table
13.
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Table 13 MSER Based Landmine Detection Algorithm Parameters

The algorithm results according to both initial and optimum values are indicated in
Figure 50 and Figure 52, respectively.

Figure 50 MSER Based Landmine Detections with Initial Value for Train Set
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The corresponding ROC curve and threshold values for initial values are given in
Figure 51.

Figure 51 ROC and Threshold of MSER Based Landmine Detection with Initial
Value for Train Set at Optimum Threshold
There are 8 detected landmine locations positively. The locations are so close to
landmine centers. This provides more precise detection.

Figure 52 MSER Based Landmine Detections with Optimum Value for Train
Set
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Figure 53 ROC and Threshold of MSER Based Landmine Detection for
Optimum Value for Train Set at Optimum Threshold
According to Figure 51 and Figure 53, the ROC performance is highest between all
other detection algorithms. The parameters stated in Table 13 affect the performance
of detection. Borders create false alarms; but these will be removed in post
processing step.
4.1.2.5 Fusion of FLIR Based Landmine Detection Algorithms and Results
In this section, we fuse the all detector results and the locations are detected as
shown in Figure 54 and Figure 56. There are nearly 8 and 9 detected landmines for
initial and optimum values respectively. The location of the 8 of them is at the center
of landmines and 1 of them at the edge of landmine. The borders cause confusion, so
that one of them is located near edge of landmine.
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Figure 54 Fusion of Landmine Detection Algorithms with Initial Values for
Train Set
The corresponding ROC curve and threshold values are shown in Figure 55. As seen
in Figure 55, the ROC curve performance is increased after fusion of all detection
algorithms for initial values. After we remove the points out of the borders, there will
be 5 false alarm locations.

Figure 55 ROC and Threshold of Fusion Landmine Detection for Initial Values
for Train Set at Optimum Threshold
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Figure 56 Fusion of Landmine Detection Algorithms with Optimum Values for
Train Set
As seen in Figure 57, the ROC curve performance is increased after fusion of all
detection algorithms. After we remove the points out of the borders, there will be 5
false alarm locations.

Figure 57 ROC and Threshold of Fusion Landmine Detection for Optimum
Values for Train Set at Optimum Threshold
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As a summary, Table 14 indicates the results for all detection algorithms. We analyze
AROC, TPR and FPR metrics at optimum threshold. We can observe that while we
increase both AROC and TPR at fusion of all detection algorithms, we also decrease
FPR.
Table 14 Comparison of the Detection Algorithm Results at Optimum
Threshold

In Table 14, we could observe that GM and MSER based detection algorithms have
better results compared to Trainable Size Contrast Filters and Corner based detection
algorithms. GM has the lowest variable and MSER has the best ROC curve result for
optimum values. Fusion of all detection algorithms increase ROC curve besides
increasing the precision of detection. Additionally, we can observe from Table 15,
there is a relation between AROC and corresponding weights. In our calculation, we
take complement of AROC which equals to AAC (Area above ROC) and we try to
find values which are minimizes the area when they multiplicated with AAC.
Table 15 Weights for Fusion Algorithms at Optimum Threshold

We also analyze AROC, TPR and FPR at fixed FPR = 0.25. The aim is to observe
true positive rates and area under ROC curve performance under fixed false alarm
rate. The first analysis is done for initial values. We process all detection algorithms
at fixed FPR = 0.25. Figure 58 shows the fusion of detection algorithms ROC curve
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and corresponding threshold value at FPR = 0.25. The blue point on ROC curve
assigns the FPR = 0.25.

Figure 58 ROC and Threshold of Fusion Landmine Detection with Initial
Values for Train Set at Fixed FPR = 0.25
The second analysis is processed for optimum values. The all detection algorithms at
optimum values are run at fixed FPR = 0.25. The ROC curve and corresponding
threshold values are given in Figure 59.

Figure 59 ROC and Threshold of Fusion Landmine Detection with Optimum
Values for Train Set at Fixed FPR = 0.25
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There is also a table which summarizes the all detection algorithms performance at
fixed FPR = 0.25. Table 16 indicates the summary of performance metrics for all
detection algorithms and fusion at fixed FPR = 0.25.
Table 16 Comparison of the Detection Algorithm Results at Fixed FPR = 0.25

According to Table 16, we observe that both AROC and TPR metrics increase under
fixed FPR. Under both optimum threshold and fixed FPR, we increase both AROC
and TPR rate when we fuse all landmine detection algorithms.
4.1.2.6 Sensitivity Analysis of Landmine Detection Algorithms for Train Set
The first analysis is observed for Trainable Size Contrast Filters based landmine
detection algorithm. At clipping limit 0.01, 14 different iterations are performed and
results are compared. Our train image size is 201x280. The same windowing size
requires more time to complete scanning if image size is higher. Increasing the pixel
size requires bigger window size for Trainable Size Contrast Filter based landmine
detection to meet requirements of high speed and low process time. In Table 35, we
also compare the Trainable Size Contrast Filter based landmine detection algorithm
result based on both initial and optimum values. In initial value, w_size_h is 1 and it
is defined as iteration 1; however this size is acceptable if landmine is so far away
from camera. In our setup, there is 2.5 meter distance from camera and first landmine
location. So we increase inner window size. Window sizes are so critical; because,
variance and mean values of inner and outer windows are used in decision. If
window size is so smaller than landmine IR signature, landmine could not be
detected. If window size is so bigger than landmine IR signature, landmine could not
be detected. There is a relation window size and landmine IR signature to detect
effectively. We increase window size and iteration 7 gives higher performance than
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initial value called as iteration 1. If we increase window size 20, then AROC is
increased. Furthermore, FPR is the lowest at iteration 7. TPR value at iteration 7 is
lower than TPR value at iteration 1; however, AROC is increased and FPR is
decreased. Figure 60 shows the relation between AROC, TPR and FPR for 14
different iterations.
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Figure 60 Comparison between AROC, TPR and FPR of Trainable Size
Contrast Filter Based Detection for Train Set at Optimum Threshold
Additional analysis is processed at FPR = 0.25. When we fix the FPR, TPR and
AROC have maximum value at iteration 7. Figure 61 shows the relation between
AROC, TPR and FPR at fixed FPR for 14 different iterations.
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Figure 61 Comparison between AROC, TPR and FPR of Trainable Size
Contrast Filter Based Detection for Train Set at Fixed FPR = 0.25
Secondly, Corner detection based algorithm performances is analysed. There are 13
iterations and implementation parameters are listed in Table 37 and Table 38. The
first iteration is designed according to initial value. The Gap Size determines the gap
between start and end point of edge. Smaller Gap Size results that only closed curves
could be detected. In our IR frame, all curves are not closed so we increase the Gap
Size as in reference. C is the ellipse axis ratio and we assign optimum C ratio as in
reference. Changing the curvature angle by decreasing the T_angle affects the
AROC, TPR and FPR negatively. At average, 160 degree is optimum as in reference.
We also change the High and Low thresholds for edge detection. Decreasing H and
increasing L provides more strong edges are become visible and less weak edges are
become visible. Appearing more edges makes the decision harder at detector. Less
edge improves the detection performance. As a final, we select optimum values as in
iteration 10. Figure 62 shows the relation between AROC, TPR and FPR for 13
different iterations.
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Figure 62 Comparison between AROC, TPR and FPR of Corner Based
Detection for Train Set at Optimum Threshold
For Corner based landmine detection, we also analyse the performance at fixed FPR
= 0.25. Figure 63 shows the relation between AROC, TPR and FPR at fixed FPR for
13 different iterations.
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Figure 63 Comparison between AROC, TPR and FPR of Corner Based
Detection for Train Set at Fixed FPR = 0.25
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The third one is Gaussian Model based landmine detection algorithm parameters
analysis. In this algorithm, we observe 7 different iterations. We start the detector
parameters definition with initial value. In reference, the Constant value is 2.5.
Decreasing the constant value causes lower performance in AROC compared to
iteration 1. Alpha is the value which used in extracted histogram of frame and it does
not affect so critically. In reference, the algorithm only depends on Constant value.
As a final, we choose iteration 1 as indicated in reference. The critical point in GM is
that GM requires only one parameter to decide whether there is foreground or
background. This algorithm is much suitable for experimental environment. Figure
64 shows the relation between AROC, TPR and FPR for 7 different iterations.
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Figure 64 Comparison between AROC, TPR and FPR of GM Based Detection
for Train Set at Optimum Threshold
Under fixed FPR, we analyse the AROC and TPR performance of GM based
iterations. Figure 65 shows the relation between AROC, TPR and FPR for 13
different iterations. According to Figure 65, iteration 1 gives the best performance
when AROC and TPR are taken into account.
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Figure 65 Comparison between AROC, TPR and FPR of GM Based Detection
for Train Set at Fixed FPR = 0.25
The last algorithm is Maximally Stable Extremal Region based landmine detection.
We analyse the algorithm with 13 iterations. Table 44 shows the parametric analysis
for IR image. In Table 44, the first iteration parameters refer to initial values.
Maxarea and minarea over an area are critical parameters which depends on figure
properties. If IR signature ellipse axis ratio is high, area value could be used as small
value. This condition occurs when MSER algorithm tries to find landmine which is
far away from camera. In our experimental environment, IR signatures are close and
they are bigger, so we should increase the area additionally, maxvariation defines the
stability inside the area. When we increase the area, variations will become higher
compared to small area. Small area with high variation value decrease AROC;
however, high area with high variation increase AROC. We assign iteration 9 as
optimum. Although MSER gives more robust results, MSER algorithm has 5
different parameters to optimize for experimental environment. The performance
comparison of iterations based on AROC, TPR and FPR is shown in Figure 66.
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Figure 66 Comparison between AROC, TPR and FPR of MSER Based
Detection for Train Set at Optimum Threshold
The AROC and TPR analysis under fixed FPR is also processed for MSER based
landmine detection. Iteration 9 gives the best performance in Figure 67.
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Figure 67 Comparison between AROC, TPR and FPR of MSER Based
Detection for Train Set at Fixed FPR = 0.25

The results of 4 detection algorithms for both initial and optimum values are fused
with 6 different Weighted-mean shift algorithm which has a variable ‘variance in
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window size’. Window size determines the radius of circle which merges the
detection points into mean value of circle. In Table 46, we observe that increasing
the window size does not give better performance every time. Merging pixel area has
a critical role for detection landmine location correctly. When we take in
consideration the process time, increasing the bandwidth requires less time.
However, the location number that we can find also reduces.
4.1.3 Landmine Detection Algorithms Results on Different Test Sets Captured
During Day
In section 4.1.2.6, we analyse the sensitivity of algorithms and compare the optimum
result with initial result. We also examine the test sets taken at morning at 10:30 and
evening at 18:00. We compare the results to observe that the algorithms work in
different frames properly.
The first test set is taken at 10:30, 23 August. The performance metrics of algorithms
is shown in Table 17. The performance is lower than Table 14. The reason is that test
set is not as smooth as Figure 28. In Table 17, we observe that we increase TPR and
AROC metrics while fusing all detection algorithms, besides we decrease FPR. The
example test frame at 10:30 and fusion result is shown in Figure 68.
Table 17 Comparison the Detection Algorithms Results for Optimum Values at
10:30 and 18:00 Test Sets respectively
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Figure 68 Fusion of Detection Algorithms in FLIR Image for Test Set at 10:30
The ROC curve and threshold values are seen in Figure 69.

Figure 69 ROC Curve and Threshold Values for Fusion Result for Test Set at
10:30 at Optimum Threshold
For better results, IR image properties and received IR signature are so important.
Smoother frame gives better performance.
Secondly, we observe the detection results at 18:00 test set. The test set is also
captured at 23 August. Table 17 gives the performance metrics of each detection
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algorithm and fusion. The corresponding possible landmine locations after fusion are
seen in Figure 70.

Figure 70 Fusion of Detection Algorithms in FLIR Image for Test Set at 18:00
ROC curve and threshold values of Figure 70 are given Figure 71. The performance
of detection algorithms are increased after fusion. In Table 17, we observe that
detection performance is increased after fusion of all detection algorithms.

Figure 71 ROC Curve and Threshold Values for Fusion for Test Set at 18:00 at
Optimum Threshold
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We also analyse test sets at fixed FPR = 0.25. Table 18 shows the summary of
performance metrics for all detection algorithms and fusion at fixed FPR = 0.25. In
Table 18, the AROC and TPR performance increase at fixed FPR.
Table 18 Comparison the Detection Algorithms Results for Fixed FPR = 0.25 at
10:30 and 18:00 Test Sets respectively

The ROC curve and corresponding threshold values of fusion results for test sets are
given Figure 72 and Figure 73.

Figure 72 ROC Curve and Threshold Values for Fusion Result for Test Set at
10:30 at Fixed FPR = 0.25
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Figure 73 ROC Curve and Threshold Values for Fusion for Test Set at 18:00 at
Fixed FPR = 0.25
4.1.4 Conversion of Image Pixel Location into Local Coordinate Location
At this section of thesis, our aim is to form Calibration matrix, which includes
camera properties, rotation and translation information through image domain to
world domain. We need world reference points which are corresponding to image
domain special pixel locations. At Figure 15, we put rocks at (0,0) cm, (0,50) cm,
(0,100) cm, (50,0) cm, (100,0) cm, (150,0) cm and (200,0) cm and find
corresponding pixel locations in image plane. Table 19 shows the image plane pixel
locations corresponding to world domain locations and Figure 74 shows the locations
on FLIR example train frame.
Table 19 Reference Coordinates for Calibration
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Figure 74 Reference Coordinates at Test Setup

Table 21, SVD and EigenVaule Decomposition methods have the same results;
whereas, CMA-ES has slightly different at some locations. We take only 8 reference
points in setup. When we increase the number of reference points, CMA-ES method
result will be converge SVD method results.
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Table 20 Coordinate Transformations at CMA-ES, SVD and Eigenvalue
Decomposition and Difference for Detection Algorithms with Initial Values

Figure 75 Local Coordinate Locations for Initial Values
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Table 21 Coordinate Transformations at CMA-ES, SVD and Eigenvalue
Decomposition and Difference for Detection Algorithms with Optimum Values

Figure 76 Local Coordinate Locations for Optimum Values
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The camera calibration matrix is indicated in Table 23.
Table 22 Calibration Matrix for Detection Algorithms with Initial Values

Table 23 Calibration Matrix for Detection Algorithms with Optimum Values

4.1.4.1

Sensitivity Analysis for Fusion Algorithms

We discuss sensitivity analysis for fusion algorithm while changing variance in
window of mean shift algorithm. Variance in window determines the diameter which
area is merged into center location.
Table 24 Sensitivity Analysis Metrics for Fusion
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Fusion with Iteration 1 and Local Coordinate Conversion Results

Figure 77 and Table 47 are the outcomes of fusion algorithm with iteration 1.

Figure 77 Algorithm Fusion Result with Iteration 1
In Table 47, we observe that SVD and Eigenvalue Decomposition methods results
are the same. The maximum difference at both x and y direction between CMA-ES
and SVD is 18 cm.
Table 25 represents the Calibration matrix which is found by 3 optimization method.
Table 25 Calibration Matrix at Iteration 1
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Fusion with Iteration 2 and Local Coordinate Conversion Results

Figure 78 and Table 48 are the outcomes of fusion algorithm with iteration 2.

Figure 78 Algorithm Fusion Result with Iteration 2
The maximum difference at both x and y direction between CMA-ES and SVD is
10cm.
Table 26 represents the Calibration matrix which is found by 3 optimization method.
Table 26 Calibration Matrix at Iteration 2
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Fusion with Iteration 3 and Local Coordinate Conversion Results

Figure 79 and Table 49 are the outcomes of fusion algorithm with iteration 3.

Figure 79 Algorithm Fusion Result with Iteration 3
The maximum difference at both x and y direction between CMA-ES and SVD is 6
cm. This iteration gives the best result by now. CMA-ES and SVD have the same
locations.
Table 27 represents the Calibration matrix which is found by 3 optimization method.
Table 27 Calibration Matrix at Iteration 3
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Fusion with Iteration 4 and Local Coordinate Conversion Results

Figure 80 and Table 50 are the outcomes of fusion algorithm with iteration 4.

Figure 80 Algorithm Fusion Result with Iteration 4
The maximum difference at both x and y direction between CMA-ES and SVD is 55
cm. Difference starts increasing. CMA-ES and SVD have the same locations.
Table 28 represents the Calibration matrix which is found by 3 optimization method.
Table 28 Calibration Matrix at Iteration 4
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4.1.5 Post-Processing
Table 21 indicates the outcome of the fusion algorithm with local coordinate
mapping. Our test site is (0,200) mm in x direction and (0,150) mm in y direction as
seen in Figure 14. We remove out the possible alarm locations which are out of the
boundary. The final result is shown in Table 29. We remove 8 false alarms with postprocessing.
Table 29 Local Coordinate Results after Post-Processing for Optimum Values

Figure 81 Local Coordinate Results after Post-Processing for Optimum Values
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In this thesis, we also calculate the error of local coordinate results according to
original landmine locations. Table 30 gives the original landmines location and
accepted possible landmine locations. Our mock-up landmine radius is 10 cm at
maximum. So, we accepted -/+ 10 cm interval around the center of original landmine
locations.
Table 30 Original Landmine Location and Accepted Interval Location

After defining the accepted possible landmine locations, we compare the registration
result according to defined interval which is shown in Table 30.
Table 31 Comparison of the Possible Landmine Location According to Accepted
Landmine Location for CMA-ES
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Table 32 Comparison of the Possible Landmine Location According to Accepted
Landmine Location for SVD

Table 33 Comparison of the Possible Landmine Location According to Accepted
Landmine Location for EigenValue Decomposition

In Table 31, the estimated landmine locations and corresponding mine type are
listed. In CMA-ES, there are 5 possible landmine locations are listed correctly. When
we observe the results for SVD and EigenValue Decomposition, 10 possible
landmine locations are found in accepted interval. SVD and EigenValue
Decomposition gives better performance compared to CMA-ES. However, if we
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increase the reference points that we use in registration, the CMA-ES performance is
also increased.
4.2

Summary of Sensitivity Analysis for Landmine Detection Algorithms

In this thesis our test setup is shown in Figure 15. In landmine detection system,
FLIR camera is mounted top of the vehicle and vehicle is moving during detection.
In our system, we could not find moving mechanism; so FLIR camera is fixed on
tripod. We produce landmine mock-ups at different size to analyse the effects of
variable depth, radius and density. Depth and density effects are not observed very
clearly; however radius effect could be comparable. Bigger radius landmine causes
temperature rise in wider area around it.
We take sample videos at time intervals during day. Our aim is to observe that
landmine is cooler than sand at morning and hotter than sand at afternoon. While
testing, we extract this property from our sample videos. Another topic is that
weather also determines the imagery detection performance. The weather is rainy at
last 2 days evenings of test. Moist sand is cooler than dry sand at the same
atmosphere temperature and detection performance decrease under moist sand.
Landmine and sand temperature are not distinguishable under moist sand condition.
Later in day, moist sand temperature rises and starts getting dry and temperature
difference between landmine and sand becomes detectable.
Furthermore, we analyse the performance of all detection algorithms under both
optimum threshold and fixed FPR for ROC. We observe that individual detection
algorithms give parallel results under both optimum threshold and fixed FPR. In
Trainable Size Contrast Filter based detection, iteration 7 gives the optimum result.
In Corner based landmine detection, iteration 10 gives optimum result. In GM based
landmine detection, iteration 1 gives optimum result. Finally, MSER based landmine
detection, iteration 9 gives optimum result. These optimum results are observed both
optimum threshold and fixed FPR for ROC curve performance. Inside these
detection algorithms, GM requires least number of parameters and MSER is the most
robust algorithm which is more adaptive according to environmental factors.
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When we integrate FLIR to landmine detection system, FLIR does not be only
detection sensor in system. FLIR could be integrated with GPR system. That so, all
detected points should be converted into local coordinate data which can be adapted
to GPS. Camera registration is so important topic in such system. Camera properties
are required for registration; however we propose a method that it is not necessary to
know camera properties. Getting minimum 5 reference coordinate locations both in
local coordinate and corresponding image coordinate is enough for extracting camera
calibration matrix. This matrix includes camera properties, rotation and translation
information. In our test setup, we put stones and meters to create our local
coordinates. GPS unit could not be found during experiments. The algorithm is also
suitable for getting reference points from GPS.
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CHAPTER 5

CONCLUSION & FUTURE WORK

The aim of this thesis is to use FLIR imagery as pre-screener in anti-personal
landmine detection system by fusing the detection algorithms. According to detection
performance such as FAR, ROC and TPR and process time, various type of detection
algorithm in literature are simulated and optimized. Then, optimized algorithms are
processed by image which is recorded at our test setup. Matlab2014a is used for
implementation of the detection algorithms.
In first part of thesis, analytical solutions for landmine detections in infrared imagery
are mentioned. There are 4 different solutions which are used in literature generally.
After finding landmine locations with algorithms, fusion of these algorithms
according to their FAR and ROC performance characteristics is the next criteria for
this thesis. Fusion algorithms are also researched and improved by assigning weight
to each algorithm. The last critical topic for thesis is camera registration. There are
some methods which are depending on camera properties which are time consuming
before starting detection. Instead, reference points are taken to calibrate between
camera image plane and local coordinate. Calibration matrix calculation methods are
discussed in this part.
In the second part of thesis, implementation of algorithms is done in Matlab2014a
according to part one. We prepare an experimental setup to reflect the effects for
FLIR imagery. These effects can be weather, size of landmine, diurnal time
variation, clutter. Our test setup is designed by including these variables There is an
IR sample videos taken by FLIR camera T440 in our test setup to process the
algorithms. All implemented algorithms are run at train and test sets which are taken
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by our test setup. Based on the initial values, the optimization of the parameters of
each algorithm is done with train set. Results of FAR and ROC of each algorithms
are compared, besides all algorithms process time are recorded. Local coordinate
mapping algorithm is implemented.
The first analysis is observed for Trainable Size Contrast Filters based landmine
detection algorithm. At clipping limit 0.01, 14 different iterations are performed and
results are compared. The same windowing size requires more time to complete
scanning if pixel size is higher. Increasing the pixel size requires bigger window size
for Trainable Size Contrast Filter based landmine detection to meet high speed low
process time requirements. We also compare the Trainable Size Contrast Filter based
landmine detection algorithm result based on both initial and optimum values. In
initial value, w_size_h is 1 and it is defined as iteration 1; however this size is
acceptable if landmine is so far away from camera. In our setup, there is 2.5 meter
distance from camera and first landmine location. So we increase inner window size.
Window sizes are so critical; because, variance and mean values of inner and outer
windows are used in decision. If window size is so smaller than landmine IR
signature, landmine could not be detected. If window size is so bigger than landmine
IR signature, landmine could not be detected. There is a relation window size and
landmine IR signature to detect effectively. As optimum iteration, we choose
iteration 7 which has the less process time maximum AROC.
Secondly, Corner detection based algorithm performances is analysed. There are 13
different iterations which are compared. The first iteration is designed according to
initial value. The Gap Size determines the gap between start and end point of edge.
Smaller Gap Size results that only closed curves could be detected. In our IR train
set, all curves are not closed so we increase the Gap Size as in reference. C is the
ellipse axis ratio and we use value as in reference. We also change the High and Low
thresholds for edge detection. Decreasing the increasing the L provides more edges
are became visible. However, more edges cause more difficult analysis for detector.
As optimum iteration, we select iteration 10.
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The third one is Gaussian Model based landmine detection algorithm parameters
analysis. In this algorithm, we observe 7 different iterations. We start the detector
parameters definition with initial value. In reference, the Constant value is 2.5.
Decreasing the constant value causes lower performance in AROC compared to
iteration 1. As a final, we choose iteration 1 as indicated in reference. The critical
point in GM is that GM requires only one parameter to decide whether there is
foreground or background. This algorithm is much suitable for experimental
environment.
The last algorithm is Maximally Stable Extremal Region based landmine detection.
We analyse 13 iterations. Maxarea and minarea over an area are critical parameter
which depends on figure properties. If IR signature ellipse axis ratio is high, area
value could be used as small value. This condition occurs when MSER algorithm
tries to find landmine which is far away from camera. In our experimental
environment, IR signatures are close and they are bigger, so we should increase the
area; additionally, maxvariation defines the stability inside the area. When we
increase the area, variations will become higher compared to small area. Small area
with high variation value decrease AROC; however, high area with high variation
increase AROC. The 9th iteration gives the optimum performance for MSER based
detection algorithm. Although MSER has good results, MSER algorithm has 5
different parameters to optimize for experimental environment. As a comparison
between all detection algorithms, GM has the least number of parameters which
provides to apply different frame easily and MSER is the most robust algorithms
while environmental changes are affecting IR imagery. The landmines locations
should be further from each other for Corner based detection and frame size should
not be high for Trainable Size Contrast Filter based detection.
All detection algorithm performances are calculated under both optimum threshold
and fixed FPR. According to analysis, we compare detection results based on AROC,
TPR and FPR and we observe that under both conditions, optimum values give
parallel results. The results of 4 detection algorithms for both initial and optimum
values are fused with Weighted-mean shift algorithm which has a variable ‘variance
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in window size’. Window size determines the radius of circle which merges the
detection points into mean value of circle. Merging pixel area has a critical role for
detection landmine location correctly. When we take in consideration the process
time, increasing the window size requires less time. However, the location number
that we can find also reduces. At final, we put reference points while recording; so
we could perform the local coordinate mapping with real coordinate locations. We
processed image with bright intensity however our algorithm is compatible to video
and dark intensity regions. At post-processing step, we remove the possible landmine
locations which are not inside the boundary of test area. We can find 10 acceptable
possible landmine locations with SVD algorithm and we have 12 buried landmines in
test area.
In the future work, our test system was fixed and this FLIR system actually is
integrated moving vehicle in usage area. If we could find this moving mechanism,
we could adapt our algorithm for this type application. We used stones for reference
points. In landmine detection system, there is a GPS unit which creates world
coordinates data. While integration of detection algorithm, GPS data could be used;
because it is also compatible to get data from GPS. We used sandbox in test setup.
This algorithm performance should be experienced in field and effects of clutter
should be analysed. As conventional method, GPR system is used as landmine
detector. However, GPR has short stand-off distance and process time is long. To
increase short stand-off distance in low processing time, additional sensor should be
used. In FLIR and GPR combination, FLIR takes responsibility for pre-screener.
When we consider this GPR and FLIR system, we will fuse these two systems. The
world coordinates which are found by FLIR pre-screener will be sent to GPR system
to scan only these locations. These will increase the standoff distance, decrease
process time and propose the moving faster capability to vehicle.
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APPENDIX-A

SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS TABLES FOR TRAIN SET

Table 34 Trainable Size Contrast Filters Detection Algorithm Parameters with
Clipping Limit = 0.01

Table 35 Sensitivity Analysis for Trainable Size Contrast Filters based
Detection for Optimum Threshold at Clip Limit = 0.01
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Table 36 Sensitivity Analysis for Trainable Size Contrast Filters based
Detection for Fixed FPR = 0.25 at Clip Limit = 0.01

Table 37 Corner Based Detection Algorithm Parameters with Clipping Limit =
0.01

Table 38 Sensitivity Analysis for Corner Detection for Optimum Threshold at
Clip Limit = 0.01
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Table 39 Sensitivity Analysis for Corner Detection for Fixed FPR = 0.25 at Clip
Limit = 0.01

Table 40 Gaussian Model Based Detection Algorithm Parameters with Clipping
Limit = 0.01

Table 41 Sensitivity Analysis for GM Detection for Optimum Threshold at Clip
Limit = 0.01

Table 42 Sensitivity Analysis for GM Detection for Fixed FPR = 0.25 at Clip
Limit = 0.01
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Table 43 Maximally Stable Extremal Region Detection Algorithm Parameters
with Clipping Limit = 0.01

Table 44 Sensitivity Analysis for MSER Detection for Optimum Threshold at
Clip Limit = 0.01

Table 45 Sensitivity Analysis for MSER Detection for Fixed FPR = 0.25 at Clip
Limit = 0.01

Table 46 Sensitivity Analysis for Weighted Mean Shift Algorithm at Clipping
Limit = 0.01
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APPENDIX-B

LOCAL COORDINATE MAPPING RESULTS FOR TRAIN SET

Table 47 Coordinate Transformations at CMA-ES, SVD and Eigenvalue
Decomposition at Iteration 1
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Table 48 Coordinate Transformations at CMA-ES, SVD and Eigenvalue
Decomposition at Iteration 2

Table 49 Coordinate Transformations at CMA-ES, SVD and Eigenvalue
Decomposition at Iteration 3

Table 50 Coordinate Transformations at CMA-ES, SVD and Eigenvalue
Decomposition at Iteration 4
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